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Wacky raid
at midnight
Mystery man behind
Wacky Warrick foiled
by Columbia officials
By Jeff Danna
Editor-in-Chief
For months, the identity of the
person or people behind Wacky
Warrick, the satirical website that
pokes fun at Columbia president
Warrick L. Carter, had been a
mystery.
But on Dec. 22, the college's
Human Resources Department
exposed former student and
Columbia employee
Mark
Phillips as one of the brains
behind the parody.
Phillips, who graduated from
the Film and Video Department
last spring, was fired from his
part-time position in the Science
Institute's Visualization and
Communication Laboratory, or
Vis Lab, following an investigation into the Wacky Warrick site.
His termination has led members of the Science Institute to
question whether the college's
administration acted justly during its inquiry.
While college officials sa id
they are prohibited by state law
from discussing specifics of the
case, Phillips and his supervisors
in the Science Institute believe

that an employee's freedom of
speech was violated. They are
also enraged about the college's
methods of obtaining the evidence used against Phillipsentering the Institute in the middle of the night and searching
computers. On top of that, head of
the Science Institute Zafra
Lerman, Vis Lab director David
Morton and Phillips all said they
have yet to see the evidence gathered from the late night raid and
wonder whether it is as condemning as officials claim.
"I thought (the punishment)
was way too harsh," Phillips said.
I
" I thought a warning, maybe.
Marcos Palacios, Columbia senior and music business major, re-mixes a song at his home stuHonestly, I don 't think they had
dio in Broadview, Ill. Palacios and partner Tuo started their own production company, Da lnternz.
good reason to fire me."
According to Phillips, he was
called into the Human Resources
office, where he met with Human
Resources director Patricia
By Hayley Graham
want to continue going to school his break in the music business
Olalde and a man who said he
Campus News Editor
because he was making money industry.
was an investigator on the Wacky
Columbia senior and music selling tracks to local artists. But
The decision to stay in school
Warrick case.
business major Marcos Palacios his mother valued education. so has not on ly helped him learn the
" I got a little suspicious ,"
was attending florida A&M she made him promise to her that business side of the music indusPhillips said.
University on a saxophone schol- he would finish school.
try- it has helped his multimeOn the table where the three sat
arship when he found out that his
With that in mind. Palacios reg- dia company develop a profesmother had been diagnosed with istcred at Columbia just in time sional plan.
were printouts of both Phillips'
and the mock Warrick L. Carter's
pancreatic cancer and was given for the start of fall semester in
"Education put a nice gloss of
profiles from MySpace.com, an
one year to live. After hearing 2004. After registering he read his structure to me as a businessonline meeting place. To promote
this he finished his sophomore schedule to his mom. It was the man:· Palacios said.
the Wacky Warrick site. Phillips
year in Florida and decided to last day he saw her alive. Now
Eight months ago Palacios and
return home to Broadview, lll.
Palacios is fulfilling his promise his partner Tou started Da Intemz.
created a MySpace page for his
See Wacky, Page 8 L.._O_n_c_e_h_om_e_._P_a_Ia_c_io_s_d_id_n_o_
t _t_o...:g:..r_ad_u_a_te_w_h_il_e_w_·o_r_k_in_:g:.._to-=ge_t_ _ _ _ _S_e...:e_P
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Student by day, producer by night

Chicago sci-fi fans want
'World' in own bac~ard
By Hunter Clauss
Assistant A&E Editor

Josh Covarrubias!The Chronicle

As goes national trend,
Carter's cash flow expands
By Jeff Danna
Editor-in-Chief
and
Hayley Graham
Ca mpus News Editor
For the second year in a row,
Columbia president Warrick L.
Carter saw a significant increase
in his base salary from the college, while his benefits fluctuated little.
Carter's increasing salary is in
line with a national trend among
private university presidents and
also reflects the high cost of living in an urban area.
Out of 308 private school presidents nationwide, Carter ranks
30th in terms of total compensation, according to the Chronicle of
Higher Educationan, an industry
publ ication. His base salary and
benefits total $362, 184, according
to the latest federal 990 tax fonns.
for fiscal year 2003-2004.

In the same year, Carter 's base
salary jumped from $258,176 to
$280,763, an increase of$22,587,
or 8. 75 percent.
With this income, Carter ranks
in the top 12 percent of presidents of private universities in
the same classification as
Columbia, according to an
analysis of data published in the
Chronicle of Higher Education.
The publication lists Col umbia
as a Master's College, a school
that offers comprehensive master 's degree programs as we ll as
baccalaureate programs.
Part of the reason Carter's pay
is larger than that of other presidents is Columbia is bigger than
they are, said Michael DeSallc,
Col umbia's vice president of
finance and CFO.
"[Columbia) is a bi g institution
compared to other school s,"
DcSa llc
said .
Currently.
Columbia's student population is

approximately 11,000, while
other
private
schools
in
Columbia's class have populations as low as 2,000.
Where Columbia has an open
admissions policy that has played
a role in its rapid growth, other
colleges often have fix ed admission, keeping their student populations low, DeSa llc said.
Overseeing a larger institution, he
explained , can translate to a larger salary for the president.
Columbia 's urban location also
plays a factor in Carter's salary,
DeSalle said.
"You ' rc
talking
Chicago
prices," he said. " In rural areas.
the costs of living in those places
are considerably less." Many
schools in Columbia's class arc
located in smaller towns.
At the same time, Carter's bene fits. which include health care
and a pension. only increased
See Salaries, Page 10

2008 is already a busy year
despite the fact that it's just now
2006. In 2008, Beijing will host
the Olympics for the first time.
the film adaptation of Hany
Paller and the Half Blood Prince
is scheduled for release, and
female candidates from both
political parties could possibly
campaign for the presidential
election, which would be a first in
U.S. history.
But while it is still undetermined exactly which politicians
will be running for the White
House in 2008, candidates for

another election are already putting up their bids- for one of the
largest science fiction conventions in the world. Columbus.
Ohio; Denver and Chicago are all
campaigning to host the 2008
Worldcon. also known as the
Science
Fiction
World
Convention.
'The number one thing that distinguishes Worldcon from other
conventions is its scope," said
Dave McCarty. who is leading the
C hicago bid for the 200
Woridcon. "The Worldcon really
docs try to be a science fiction convention for the world community...
See Sci-fi , Pull-out page 12
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Wackygate

By Jeff Danna, Editor-in-Chief
The bottom line is that the charark Phillips is creative.
Mark Phillips has a knack acteristics of the Wacky Warrick
for self-promotion. So why campaign that annoyed members of
doesn 't Co lumbia want Mark the Columbia community are the
Phillips to ever set foot on its cam- very characteristics that Columbia
pus again?
sl'ldents should be encouraged to
This question nagged me as I stri>e for in their own work.
reported on Phillips' recent lenniMy judgments about Phillips are
nation from his part-time posuion based on my interview with him
(which was the first time we had
in the Science Institute's Vis· Lao
What I IP.amed after hearing all spoken face-to- tace) and testimony
sides of the story is that :he real from his supervisors, head of the
issue i.; not one of wrongful :enni- Science Institute Zafra Lennan and
natiot>, but one of a breakdown in Vis Lab director David Morton.
communication between the colFrom what I gathered, he's intellege's admin istration and its con- ligent, talented and witty. Based on
cerned students and employees.
his Wacky Warrick project alone, it
A Her a controversial investiga- is obvious that he has the ability to
tion last month that involved a mid- commit himself to his work. Not
night search of the Science only did he help assemble a team to
Institute's computers, college offi- develop a memorable caricature,
cials not only discovered that build a website, create short aniPhillips was one of the master- mated films and orchestrate a prominds behind the notorious Wacky motional campaign, but he did so
Warrick website, but they also while working a part-time job at
alleged that he used company time Columbia and interning at The
to work on his pet project.
Second City during the fall.
Officials used this misuse of time
Morton called Phillips "one of
argument to justifY their decision to the best employees [the Vis Lab]
fire Phillips and bar him from the had at that student level" and said
campus, but it's hard not to be sus- "he's one of those guys you never
picious of this. After all, Phillips had to tell to do something twice."
did play a part in parodying
1 stand by my initial disapproval
Columbia president Warrick L. of the Wacky Warrick campaign.
Carter and questioning the col- Not only should those behind it
lege's spending practices on a web- have attempted to establish a
site that was widely promoted with- healthy dialogue with administrain the student body.
tors, but they should have been
Perhaps Columbia's administra- more focused with their criticism of
tors just wanted to make an exam- Columbia rather than merely lample of Phillips--send & message pooning the president's demeanor.
saying, " This is what could happen
The first short film, which was
if you poke fun at the college pres- intended to alert students to what
ident." This, we may never know, the filmmakers saw as the college's
since Columbia officials are pro- spendtluift ways, was more of a
hibited by state law from dis- satire of Carter (and a geeky stucus5ing specifics of the case. dent journalist, who bears an
Whatever the reason for Phillips' uncanny resemblance to me) than a
rennination, the college missed the serious piece of research.
Though the Wacky Warrick caropportunity to engage in an open
dialogue with students when toons can be in bad taste and their
Phillips' identity was exposed.
creators craven, the college com-

M

munity should be applauding
Phillips and his still-anonymous
colleagues. This is what students at
Columbia are trained to do-take
the skills they acquired in their
courses and use them to do work
that they believe is meaningful.
Phillips also tried to demonstrate
wich Wackv Warrick that he is a
risk- taker 'wi lling to question
authority and not sit idle while his
superiors act in a manner that he
sees as unscrupulous. Yes, his
method might have been misguided
and his message might have been
misconstrued, but the fact that he
used his talents to attempt to bring
about a large scale change is noble.
Now that Phillips' identity is out
in the open, it's time for the administration to open the lines of communication between itself and
Phillips. Obviously, students are
upset about the way Columbia
operates given their responses to
the Wacky Warrick site. The college needs to take the high road and
demonstrate that it is ready to discuss such issues with students and
employees.
At the same time, Phillips and his
friends need to be willing to overtly express their concerns instead of
continuing to hide behind Wacky
Warrick. They must understand that
problems can't be solved by anonymously taking jabs at the college
president.
Here is an opportunity for communication barriers between students and Columbia officials to be
broken. But that catmot happen if
the officials s push away those, like
Phillips, who have concerns.
Phillips is a product of
Columbia, a representation of both
the good and bad aspects of the
school's educational mission. Not
only can the college learn from him
by allowing him back on campus,
but he can continue to learn from
Columbia.

Campus News

The Word

City Beat

Announcements
New Orleans Showcase
The G lass Curtain Gallery, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,
presents "Gifts of New Orleans Music and Culture"
through Feb. 17. The exhibition will showcase New
Orleans' musical roots, contemporary music and the
city's musical connection to C hicago through jazz and
blues. For more information. call Mark Porter at
(3 12) 344-6643.

Chinese New Year's Party
A New Year 's celebration featuri ng "Made In
China," an exhibition focused on Chinese society, will
be held in the Museum of Contemporary Photography,
600 S. Michigan Ave., from 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. on Jan.
24. The party will feature music from DJ's Black Dog
Sound. For more information. call the MoCP at (312)
344-7104.

The Beauty of Chinese Papercuts
An open reception will be held for a new exhibit
featuring approximately 200 pieces of Chinese papercuts in celebration of the Chinese New Year. The
event is free and will be held on Jan. 26 in the South
Campus Building, 624 S. Michigan Ave., from 5:30
p.m. to 7:30 p.m. For more information. call Yuchia
Chang at (312) 344-8213.

What do you think of the smoking
ban?

FOCA Testing

"It flicking ~11ck~. The $250 fine is a load
of crap. They ~ho11/d j11~t give you a
warning."

"I think

it ~v

Students who feel they are competent in computers
will be able to test out of the mandatory Foundations
of Computer Applications class by passing a proficiency exam. The exams will be held on Jan. 24 from
5 p.m. to 8 p.m. and on Jan. 28 from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
in the Wabash Campus Building, 623 S. Wabash Ave.
There is a S l 0 fee. For more information. call the
ji-onr desk ar (312) 344-7526.

a good tiring. I don't ~m oke. "

- Kyle Lohr, freshman,
musica l theater

- Pau l Caddick, freshman,
film

THE

COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
"/like it. S moking is disgu~ting. Smoking
is not fair to people who don't smoke and
have to smell iL "

"It 's a bunch ofbullshiL It 's a free
fu cking country."

----Jill Sandmire, senior,
- Monika Kleca, j unior,
journalism

theater

If you have an upcoming event or
announcement, call The Chronicle's news
desk at (312) 344-8964 or e-mail
chronicle@colum.edu.
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Dorm deaths fuel
questions of therapy,
prevention methods
By Sam L1bretti
Associate Editor

Courtesy Dan Dockter
J im Zulevic, a forme r Columbia instruct..:Jr a nd alumnus, was a comedian who made one o f h is
many marks by performing commercia ls for FOX WFLD-32.

Zulevic contributed to Chicago
comedy, Columbia classes
Jim Zulevic: 1%5-2006
By Amanda Maurar
Assistant Campus News Editor

Chicago comedian Jim Zulevic,
a Columbia alumnus and instructor, passed away Jan. 7 ofan apparent hean attack.
Zulevic, 40, was taken to Weiss
Memorial Hospital in Chicago that
Saturday afternoon after sounding
well on the phone earlier, said Ed
Furman, Zulevic's friend and coworker. Furn1an had planned to cohost WCKG- FM 's "The Second
City hr.prov All-Stars Variety Hour
and 15 Minutes" with Zulevic
that night.
Zulevic returned to Columbia
last year and taught two courses in
the
Theater
Department,
Improvisational Techniques II and
Ill. He was scheduled to return for

the Spring 2006 semester.
After graduating from Columbia
in 1987 with a bachelor 's degree in
theater, Zulevic became a member
of The Second City's touring company in 1992.
Zulevic later took classes at the
comedy club, where he graduated
in 1997.
Kelly Leonard, vice president of
The Second City, met Zulevic in
the late 1990s.
" He had such a zest for life and a
zest for injustice and was always
rallying against that," Leonard
said . "It was hard not to be swept
up in the world of J tm."
Zulevic acted , directed and
taught during his time at The
Second C ity.
" In a place that is filled with characters, Jim was the biggest character of them all," Leonard said.
In 2000, Zulevic left Chicago to

try his luck in Los Angeles and
busied himself by appearing on sitcoms, including "Seinfeld," "Curb
Your Enthusiasm" and "The Drew
Carey Show." He wrote for the television series "The Jamie Kennedy
Experiment" and acted in several
movies, including Matchstick Men.
Zulevic also starred in commercials for FOX's Chicago television
station WFLD, as the instructor
who warned watchers not to
change the channel during the late
afternoon line-up.
Although he was continuously
working in Los Angeles, Zulevic
always wanted to return to
Chicago.
"Jim hated anything fake, and
California [was] something that he
couldn't deal with," Leonard said.
Zulevic occasionally came back
to visit his family on the Southwest
See Zulevic, Page 7

}-Session premier gets positive
reviews from students, staff
By Jim Jaworski
Assistant Cam pus News Editor

Over the semester break, the
new J-Session was given a test run,
and administrators are satisfied
with the results.
" It was very successful," said
Steve Kape lke, provost and vice
pres ident for Academic Affairs.
" I th ink it exceeded our expectations."
One-hundred and eighty-one
students attended J-Session. Fiftyseven were g raduate students;
according to the Records Office.
Administrators hope it will only
grow in coming years based on the
positive response.
"Students have been asking a
lot about (J-Session]," said Bill
Friedman, director of advising.
"I think as they expand the program , more and more students
will register."
J -S ess ion is a co mpressed
semester in which students can
take s pecialized classes in order
to earn cred it to catch up if
behind or to get a jump-stan on
the spring semester. The c lasses
took place in the three- week

period after New Year's and
before the spring semester started t'll .~an. 23.
Staning thi s academic year,
Columbia adjusted the schedule to
fi t in with the timetable of most
colleges. The change moved the
stan of the fall semester from the
end of September to the beginning,
to avoid fall finals landing amidst
the holiday break.
J-Session is being considered a
s uccess, despite a rocky start.
Classes were scheduled to begin on
Jan. 2, when New Year's Day was
observed. The schedul ing error
was corrected before the stan of
the session.
"J-Session and things akin to it
are very common in higher education," Kapelke said. "As an institution we are able to use th is threeweek period after the holiday but
before the spring session to offer
some very special and speci fie educational opponunitics for students."
Most classes weren' t si mply
compressed versions o f identical
classes taught during other
semesters, Kape lke said. Mos t
were designed s pecifically for J-

Session.
Instructors didn ' t find it difficult to teach the subj ect over
s uch a s hort period o f time .
" It went well," said Denni s
Keeli ng, post-production manager fo r the Film and Video
Department. He taugh t T he
Machine Room, a two-day semi n ar covering post-production
technology. Keeling has taught
the class during standard semeste rs and said the class was still
just as short.
"It wasn't like taking a 15-week
class and trying to squeeze it into
two weeks," he sa id.
Elizabeth Brossard, a junior
journalism major, was one of the
students who took a J-Session
class.
took
Covering
Brossa rd
Was hi ngton, a journali sm class
in which s tudents traveled to the
nati on's capital for a week to
meet various politic ians and
journalists and to get a closer
look at the inner workings of the
government.
" It was worth it. I had a great
tim e," Brossa rd said. " Bu t I
don 't think I would do it again."

The fall semester was all but
complete for Columbia music
major Joshua Kanapackis when he
died at a party on Dec. II. His
death was a tragedy, and it was not
the only one that colleges in the
South Loop have recently faced. In
addition, DePaul University and
Roosevelt University each lost a
student last semester.
Following an event as traumatic
as death, students and faculty alike
are often faced with difficult questions. School officials are expected
to be prepared to prevent future
tragedies, and students may need
suppon to deal with the loss. In that
regard, Columbia offers students
the option o f private counseling.
"We have a full staff of licensed
counselors," said Ashley Knight,
assistant dean of Student Health
and Suppon. "And they are always
available to discuss these types of

sensitive issues."

University Center that night," she
said. "Our Counseling Services
Depanment has a full-time staiT
available, with at least one lo r 24
hours a day."
Schmidt-Rogers also noted that
since DePaul is a Catholic university, ordained ministers arc incl uded
in the school's counsehng plan
through a separate department.
At Roosevelt, 19-year-old Owen
Odigie died in hts dorm at 425
Wabash Ave. on Dec. 13, two days
after Kanapackis. He had complained of feeling ill the day before
and lived with asthma.
Following Odigie 's death,
Roosevelt set up workshops for
students who sought help. Angela
Ryan, Roosevelt 's Residence Life
director, said that those types of
workshops would again be available to students this semester.
Knight said it was ''difficult to
gauge" how many Columbia students used the crisis counseling
offered at the University Center
and the 2 E. 8th St. building.
''Students tend to have better
coping skills and often deal with
tough situations in their own way,"
she said.
Schmidt-Rogers echoed that sentiment. saying that s he was ·'surprised" that residents had not taken
more advantage of the on-site
counselors at the University Center
but added that students now use
their own resources and suppon
circles to handle tragedy.

Knight said students are able to
have up to I0 one-on-one sessions
with a counselor per semester. In
the event of a serious incident, such
as a student's death, counselors are
sent to residence halls.
"Our counselors become available to residents in the donns lo r
either single or group sessions,"
Knight said. " Rooms are set aside,
and the meetings are as private as
the student wants."
Kanapackis, 27, was attending a
The circumstances surrounding
pany at the 2 E. 8th St. building Zarka 's and Kanapackis · deaths
when he collapsed and died. He beg the question about the alcohol
had been drinki ng, but the Cook and drug policies in the donns.
County Medical Examiner's Office
According to statistics provided
said that a full toxicology repon by the National Institute on
was not yet available. He lived in Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.
an off-campus apanment, but in the I,700 college students between the
days
following
his
death, ages of 18 and 24 in the United
Columbia sent counselors to the 2 States die each year due to alcoholE. 8th St. building.
related causes. About 97,000 sexuJason Zarka, a 2 1-year-old al assaults, 599,000 inj uries and
DePaul transfer student. had not 696,000 other assaults are attribyet attended a class when he died in uted to college drinking every year.
his dorm Sept. 6. The toxicology
Columbia is a dry campus and
repon is not available but police alcohol is not allowed in any camsuspected heroin may have been a pus residence building, regardless
factor. Zarka was a resident of the of age.
University Center of Chicago, 525
See Deaths, Page 7
S. State St., which Columbia shares
with Roosevelt and DePaul.
Knight said that since
Source:
Columbia students shared a
National
dormitory buildi ng with Institute on
Zarka,
counselors from Alcohol
Columbia were available at Abuse and
the University Center if Sill- Alcoh o lism
dents needed to talk.
Lyttleton C.lllcndcr.
Columbia resident adviser at
the Universrty Center, said
that he knew of severa l
groups o f students speaking
with counselors after Zarka 's
death.
"The students j ust wanted
to get their thoughts and feelings out," Callender said.
" While some did not know
[Zarka] too well. some people
thought of thei r own family
and loved ones. Death affects
people differently."
Deborah Schmidt- Rogers,
d irector
of
Residential
Education at DePaul, said that
the school responded rapidly.
" We had staiT at the
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Per the Chic a go Clean Air Ordinance of 2005,

Please be advised that
smoking is prohibited

within 15 feet of all entrances
to Columbia College facilities

Thank you for your cooperation
Office of Campus Safely and Security
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' U-Pass pick-up rm
NEW STUDENTS
During on-campus distribution,
new students shou ld go directly
to 623 S. Wabash Avenue., Room
311 to aquire a new U-Pass. Bring
yow student 10 and schedule to
verify your full-time student
statu s. You w ill have your photo
ta ken and receive your U-Pass
on -site.

DISTRIBUTION DATES AND TIMES

1/23

I 0:30am to 6:30pm

Mw;.transitchicago. com

1/24

I 0:30am to 6:30pm

1-888·YOUR-CTA

1/25

I 0:30am to 6:30pm

1/26

I 0:30am to 6:30pm

1/30

I O:OOam to 6:00pm
I O:OOam to 6:00pm

I /31

RETURNING STUDENTS
Those who reg istered ea rly and
had U-Pass the prior sem ester,
sho uld have their pre-printed
U-Pass ava il able for pick-up
during distribution . Check fo r
your pre-printed U-Pa~!> in the
rt:a r o f the Ho kin Annex on the
fir~t fl oor o f the 623 S. Wabdsh
Ave nue building.

DO NOT USE YOUR U · PASS PRIOR TO
THE ACTIVATION DATE. IT WILL BE
CAPT URED AND YOUR REPLACEMENT
FEE WILL BE $35.

OirPct U Pd ~S inquries to :

rh(· Stud •nt
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OHI((•
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Campus News

Marcos:
Student making
mark with music
Continued from Front Page

Although Zulevic worked in Los Angeles, friends said he always wanted to return to Chicago .

Zulevic:
Projects kept
comedian busy
Continued from Page 3
Side of Chicago, and remained
close with his mother, brother and
sister while away.
"This was a guy w ho was cynical
about a lot of things, but he wasn't
cynical about his family," Leonard
said.
Brian Shaw, assistant chair of the
Theater Department, attended
Columbia with Zulevic, and the
two continued their friendship by
performing s hows togethe r at
Columbia and elsewhere.
"He was really fascinating to
spend a day with," Shaw said. "You
saw where a lot of Jim's humor
came from when you were down in
his neighborhood just hanging
around and meeting a lot of people

Deaths:
Officials say
alcohol plays
role in deaths
Continued from Page 3
Callender said in his experience
working at the University Center,
alcohol-related violations are a part
of the fabric of the dorm.
" I know that when I am doing
my job. I wi ll write students up
more often than most," he said.
"The policy sucks, but they are the
rules that we all must follow."
DePaul has implemented a new
measure that school officia!s hope
will c ut down on alcoho l and drugrelated violations in its residence
life community. Beginning this
term, DePa ul will reserve the right
to notifY the parents of students
w ho violate the school's alcohol
and drug policies, if those violatio ns fall under certain parameters.
Some of those parameters include
repeat offenses, police involvement
and personal injury.
" I think that this generation o f
students is different from that of,
say, 30 years ago," Schmid tRogers said. "Today, parents want
to partner with colleges in maintaining the safety of their c hildren
while they are in college."
It would appear more than coincidental that the new policy went
into effect a semester after Zarka 's
death, but Schmidt-Rogers said that
she had actually begun drafting the

that he had gone to school wuh."
However, Zulevic 's humor came
from more places than Chicago's
South Side. According to Leonard,
Zulevic's knowledge of literature,
pop culture, comic books and o ld
radio shows added to his comedy.
" He was as comfortable quoting
Dostoevsky as he was quoting Fred
Flintstone, and actually kept them
on the same level," Leonard said.
From 1999 to 2005 Zu levic,
also
worked
with
G a yCo
Productions, a sketch- comed y
ensemble that performs shows
with gay themes , although he
was heterose xual.
" I think he was drawn to us by the
very nature of being gay," said company member Jim Bennett. "We had
already crossed the line so he didn't
have to worry about going to far. "
In June 2005, Zulevic began his
most recent project, co-hosting the
radio show with Furman.
Furman enjoyed spending time
with Zulevic, whether they were

performing a show or simply hanging out, he said.
"When Jim was around I just
knew that everything was going to
be OK," Furman said.
According to Funnan, the pa ir 's
different comedic styles created a
team that worked well. Zulevic was
constantly working on bits and concepts for the show, he said.
Zulevic was also writing a movie
script about the 1979 Disco Demolition Night at Comiskey Park.
However, for those who worked
with Zulevic, they will always
remember him for the time he spent
at The Second City.
"[The J m ateria l tha t he wrote
was rich beyond rich, it was funny
beyond funny and it was smart
beyond smart," Leo nard said. " This
guy was front and center in some of
the best work that this theater has
ever done, and if I had to pick an
all-star team to represent the legacy
o f T he Second C ity, Jim would be
playing first base."

measure several years ago.
Mary Oakes, director
of
Residence Life at Columbia, couldn ' t guess whether the school would
consider a similar practice, but said
she believed that parent notification
was becoming more of an o ption to
deal with res ident infractions.
" I think that the pendulum is
swinging back in the direction of
allowing parents to be aware of
what their childre n are doing while
at school," she said. " It was that
way a number of years ago, and I
can see that sort of practice making
a come back. "

before having to alert the student 's
fami ly."
Col umbia's residence life oflice
uses preventative meas ures to educate students of the dangers of a lcohol and drug abuse. This includes
d iscussio ns and the distribution of
pamphlets, as well as introduc ing
firs t-year students to activities
within the school community that
do no t involve drinking.
"We try to attack the false model
of college that students are not able
to have fun witho ut abusing alcohol ," Knig ht said.
Callender said that the success of
those programs is hard to gauge.
" I' m not able to be w ith all of our
residents, but I do know that a lot o f
them w ill get d ressed up and go out
someplace where there will be a lot
of drinking going on," he said . "At
the same time, I've seen a lot of
students go to hoo kah bars or to the
mov ies and don 't parta ke in drinking. The RAs here do try to implement a variety of social and educationa l activities that give the resident body an a lte rnative to the
norm of college life, which are usually alcoho l-flavored activities ."
The challenges of providing the
pro per counseling services for residents a t Columbia and regu lating
alcohol and drug a buse in the
do nns are fairly new to a school
that started o ut as la rgely commuter-based.
"Our population has certainly
g rown," Knight said, "and with that
has come new challenges. But in
response, we have added to o ur
stan· and have increased o ur e llorts.
And we w ill continue to d o so."

"When dealing with a
student who is having
problems with drugs or
alcohol... we do our best
to h elp them here before
having to alert the student's family. "
-Ashley Knig ht
assistan t d ea n of S tud e nt
H ea lth a nd S upport
Knight said that it was unlikely
Co lumbia would cons ider adopting such a po licy, but that in
"extreme and very rare" situations, the school d oes ma ke the
dec is ion to call parents about a
stude nt's proble ms.
" We think we have a good system of support on campus for students," she said. "So when deal ing
with a student who is having problems with drugs o r alcohol-or
anything e lse for that matter- we
do our best to help them here

w hich produces, manages, marke ts and promotes hip-hop and
R&B a rtists. Palacios is the producer and Tou handles management, w hi le both s hare the load
of marketing a nd promotions.
D uring
his
Arts
of
Entrepreneurship
class
at
Columbia, Palac ios was able to
create an official business plan
for Da lntcmz, which gave the
company a professional and polished look.
Da lnternz was fonned when
Tou became the manager fo r the
C hicago hip-hop artist Feva and
co ll aborated with Palacios to
ha ndle the work load. Currently
Palacios is producing an album
for Feva, w ho is signed to the
Blackground/U ni versal
la bel ,
which also represents artists To ni
Braxton and JoJo.
Pa lacios and his partne r work
to creati vely put together a campaign for local artists. such as
Renaissance. w h1ch entails getting their songs o n radio shows,
making their promotional artwork and producing their music .
As a producer, Palacios oversees
the album and maintains the budget. Palacios, who plays the drums.
saxophone and piano, spends
hours each day in his basement
studio producing while balancing
school and responsibilities.
Palacios uses Columbia as an
avenue to achieve his goals.
" I want to work with artists
across the country." Palacios said.
"[I want to]just do what I' ve been
doing but.on a higher scale."
He was one o f the top six c hosen students in Columbia 's Music
Business Department to spend a
semeste r in Los Angeles a nd
work along side legendary producer A ndy Johns to learn the ins
and o uts of the music business.
T he stude nt s a lso produced a
song fo r an o rigina l Lifetime
movie . They wrote music and
played all of the instruments fo r
the song. Wh ile busy in Los
Angeles, Palacios still found time
to do bus iness with Da lnte m z.
Palac ios will be heading back
to Los Angeles to work with the
father of hip-hop, mogul Russel
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Si mmo ns, and his newest a rtist
ORO, w ho signed with Dcf Jam
Recordings. ORO 's manager had
Simmons listen to Palacios' beats
and imm ediately wanted to work
with him.
"Being o ut there and being
able to be around people who arc
actually in the music industry .
to hear the knowledge coming
from them as opposed to havmg
it dictated to you from a teacher
in a classroom scttmg was amazing,'' Palacios said.
Aside from taking a full load o f
classes and working as a producer, PalaciOs is also the president
of the C hicago citywide chapter
of the Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity
Inc .. which IS one of the most
popular African-American social
fraternities in the country. The
fraternity throws parties and does
community service.
Palacios also is a musician at
his c hurch, J.W. James Memorial
A.M.E. Church in west suburban
Maywood. where he recently
assistant produced a n album that
the church's choir recorded with
jazz legend Ramsey Lewis.
Despite his hect ic work schedule, Palacios said he manages to
j uggle the responsibi lities without much stress.
''This is what I want to do,"
Palacios said . " I want to be the
leader."
Sheila Baldwin, faculty member o f the Englis h Department,
remembers Palac ios as a focused
and driven student. S he said that
he w as very clear about what he
wanted to accomplish.
"He was the kind of person who
could find a way to do almost anything," Baldwin said. " He never
accepted no for an answer."
Kimo Will iams, coordi nator
of the music program in the
Arts, Entertainment and Media
Management
Departme nt.
believes that Palac ios· success
can be attributed to knowing
exactly what he wanted to do.
"He's very knowledgeable about
what it is he wants to do." said
Williams. ··As a student he knows
how to look at what he wants and
then do anything and everything
necessary to achieve it."
Palacios encourages other students to get prac tice in their fields
while learning the tec hnical
know ledge in the classroom.
" If you think you want to be a
manager, get an artist and start
booking shows for the m :·
Palac ios said.

~----~~~~~

Michael Jarecki!The Chromcle
Marcos P a lacios is graduating in the spring with a head start in
the music industry by producing local artists throug h his multimedia coma ny, Da Inte rnz .
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Wacky:
Satirical Carter
exposed
Cominuedfrom Front Page
character, en which students have
posted comments criticizing Carter
and Columbia. Phillips' personal
MySpace page is also linked to the
Carter profile, and he said he
believes Columbia offi cials had
been monitoring both profi les. The
printouts on the table contained
infonnation posted from both profiles in the previous 24 hours.
Olalde. w ho did not 1eturn
repeated phone calls fo r this article,
and the investigator asked Phillips
what his involvement was with
Wacky Warrick. but he hed and
dented any involvement. However.
Phillips said, when O lafde and the
investigator pointed out a link on
Phillips' pro file to an early animation o f the character, he recanted
and said he had "some involvement with it. " He also denied
working on the project while on the
clock in the Vis Lab.
Three days later, Phillips said he
was called back into the Human
Resources o ffice. w here O lalde
said the investigation was complete
and that several images of the
Wacky Warrick character were
found on a Vis Lab computer, indicating that Phillips had used company time to work on the project. It
was because of this alleged misuse
of time. he said. that Olalde fired
him.
Ph1llips sa1d he was told he was
no longer allowed on Columbia·s
campus and that any of his possessions left in the Science Institute
would be sent to his house. Sitting
in a coffee shop for an intervtew
several blocks from any ;chool
buildings. Ph:llip s again denied
that he sp ell: time at his JOb working on Wacky Warrick
"It's not just me working on
this.· Philhps said. "Me and everylAxly who work~d on it·-- we're
proud of the fact that we a:d it o n
our time."
Philhps said fewer than I 0 other
Co!umbia stud ~nts and alumni,
"!lc arc- stilt anonymous, have
been working on the Site.

Left in the dark

dents and employees that if they
were involved in the project in
any way, she would not tolerate
them working on it on Science
Institute computers.
"I said, ' If you want to take part
in anything that is underground,
you can't do it here,"' s he said. "I
don 't beli eve in doi ng things
underground and behind people's
backs."
Like Phillips, Lerman was also
angry about how the college went
about investigating the case. She
and Phillips gave similar accounts
of what happened.
Around midnight o n Dec. 22,
an employee of Colum bia's
In formation
Tec hno logy
Department entered the Science
Institute to search the computers
for any evidence that suggested
Phillips had worked on his project
on company time. On one computer. the IT employee allegedly
found three Wacky Warrick image
fi les in a folder labeled wi th
Phillips' name.
Lerman and Morton both said
that while they were informed that
the fi les had been uncovered, no
one from the IT Department or
H urn an Resources showed them
the actual fil es, printouts of the
files or the location of the fi les
whe ~ •hey were found.
Following the investigation,
Lerman said, another inspection of
the Institute's computers yielded
no files that fit the description o f
the three found by the IT employee. Lerman also said that prior to
the investigation, the Science
Institute employees regularly performed sweeps of the computers
and found no suspicious fi les.
"The evidence is te rrible,"
Phillips said. "They fou nd some
images that arc downloadable via
the website. Bas"ally the evidence that they Cited [is] available
on the MySpace profile or [the
website].,
Bernad ette
Mc Mahon.
Columbia's associate v1ce president and chief infom\at1on ofticel . dec!ined to <Oomment about
any
i~formatt c n
the
IT
De;>artment found m the Science
Institute
In addit1on to bemg s keptical
abou: the evidence agamst
Phi lhps, Lerman and Morton arc
also upset about the midn ight
intn the
Scie nce
entran ce
Institute. Le rma n said the
Institute
three alarms to protect valuable equipment and informat ion.
O nl y
Science
Institute p erso nnel and
director of campus safety
Mart ha Meegan know the
password to deactivate the
alarms, a nd Lerman said
that Meegan is only autho rIzed ''> tum
ofr
the

Ph11l ips' supervisors m the
Science Institute were not aware of
an investigation during the time
between Ph illips ' fi rst meeti ng
with Olalde and the investigator
and his termmation, Morto n and
Lerman were out of the country at
a conference, and Philltps was fired
the day they returned.
Lerman said her assistant, Jeff
Wade, recc1vcd a call from O laldc
on Dec. 22 lcttmg h1n know
f'hilltp~ would no longer r..c workmg 1n the Ins titute. Wade then
ra., o,cd the news along to Lennan .
Shcx.ked, ~he called f'htlltps, and
whe-n he recounted the mc1dcnt
over the phone, L<.-rman wa~ furi· Sc1cnce lt"l ltute cannot be re:tchcd .
ous at the college
Part of her ;mger stemmed from
her IJclu:f that by ~atlflzing C'a11e1, her colleagues 1n the Science
f'h1!hps ww. ~i m ply excrc1smg his Institute le:tntcd of the entry. her
right to free ~>pccch , :md he shou ld :ts~i st a nt :L~ked Meegan 1f she had
not have: been the target o f an deactivated the alarm to allow anymvcs tiJYI!Ion
ont· nllo the hh. i\ccord1ng to
'"I he• e arc the ktnd' ,,f people Ler111an, Meegan Simi s he had no t
we should hnng up at ( 'ulu111h1a
allowed access to the Instit ute.
Witty. ta!cntcd, hnrvc," 11lw ' alll.
llowcvcr, I .cnnan s1nd that allc1
I ftowevcr. I .crrnan H:Jtd s he waH she and o•he1s 111 the lnNIII Uic
un.r'AidiC that l'fulltp~ waH IJclnnd looked 11110 I he n1atter, they liunul
that Meegan had UJWncd tlw Jah
Wa<.~ y W••rn<;k rruor"' Ins lenni
natu,n llut wltcu word of the Meev.a n d1d nnt rclunt 1cpcatcd
phone calls 1111111 'f he ( 'luw ucle Ion
wch~ 1tc Ma rter! •prcariiiiV, :uouo11 l
( 'olurntw1 , Hltc wanted hc1 Hill
th1s art1dc

Mark Phillips, the man behind the infamous WackyWarrick.com, wa s recently fired by Columbia.

Security breach?
In a letter to vice pres ident of
Campus En vironment Alicia Berg
dated Jan. I I , Lerman wrote: " We
were most d istressed to understand
that Martha Meegan opened the
secured Science Visualization and
Science Communication Lab to
allow a break-in into our computers upon the direct orders, according to Martha, of 'The Powers That
Be. "'
In the letter, Lem1an also wrote
that Meegan could not be trusted
with the code and asked Berg to be
respons1ble for opening the lab in
an emergency.
The fact that the search took
place after hours led Lennan to
believe the mvcstigators " had the
mmd to do something unethical,"
she said.
"Why do it in the middle of the
night?" Lennan said. "Why was it
so hard to ask to come look?"
Morton sa id he thought the
entire investigat ion was too elaborate consid ering the charges
against Phill ips.
"To me, 1t's almost like [the
investigators] put the school's
entire mechanism in motion to find
out who was satirizing the president," he said.
Columbia's vice
president of
Fi n a n ce
and C FO
M ic h ae l
D cS al lc,
w h 0

Resources, said he did not have all
the details of Phillips ' termination
or the investigation, but the story
he had heard was s imilar to the
ones Lerman and Phillips relayed.
Although he said he was not at
liberty to discuss specifics o f the
case, he d id say he was "shocked
and dismayed at what happened."
DeSalle could no t say who
ordered the investigation, the computer search or the deactivation of
the Science Institute's alarms, and
he was waiting for more college
officials to return from the semester break to discuss the situation
and the possibility of disciplinary
action . However, he did not specify what this disciplinary action
might be.
"We cenainly don't, as a policy,
tap telephones, read people ·s em ails and generally don't break
down doors," De Salle said .
He also said that J-f uman
Resources does not have the capability to fire employees. Typ ically,
Human Resources confers with the
employee's s upervisor before a firing. The supervisor discusses the
matter wtth the worker, and if the
problem continues. the supervisor
wntes a letter to the employee. If
that fails. the employee is then
fired.
But Anmce Kelly's com ments
clashed wi th DeSalle's. Kelly,
Columbia's vice president and general counsel, could not discuss this
particular incident. But in general.
she said, there is "no one answer"
to who in an institution has the
power to fire. T hat authority could
lie with a direct s upervisor or
someone higher o n the "supervisory chain," she said . and anyone in
that chain o f command c:m make
recommendations as to whether a
person sho uld be fired.

Marshall Law School in Chicago,
said that this type of investigation
is common in bus iness environments. As long as the employee in
question is made aware of the institution's guidelines for computer
usage, the corporation can deal
w ith the matter as it sees fit.
Plus, she added , because the
computers are school property in
this case and intended for business
and academic purposes, the college
can monitor them.
" In a corporate setting, corporations can set the guidelines,"
Reis said . " If it's the employer 's
tools, (the employe r] can set the
rules."
While a corporation can mo nitor emp loyees' computer use,
Kelly said , it usually d oesn ' t do
so without good reason.
"Employers rare ly randomly
search computers and datab ases," she said .
As to wh ether Phillips' r ight to
express h is opinions on his webs ite was violated, Reis said it is
un likely that the school w ould
p lace restrictions o n free s peech.
However. he could be p uni sh ed
if the college determined the
conte nt o f h is site w as "d isparaging to h is em ployers," s he
said .
Kelly explained that a corporation has the right to d iscipline an
employee who is us ing its computers or other equipment to make
harassing comments. In this case,
the employee's ri ght to free
s peec h would not be violated,
because the First Amendment
o nl y p ro hibits the government
from
abridging
individuals '
expressions. T his rule does not
apply to private citizens or corporations. Kelly said.
A case in w hich Columb ia
takes action against nn e mployee
making inflammatory re marks is
Officials tight-lipped
not an issue of censorship. she
Murk Llnyd , ussistunt v1ce presi- said .
'To my knowledge, Columbia
uf
Marketing
and
de nt
Cunununicatiuns, also said he hns never c~nsore<l anyone on
cuuld not discuss specifics uf the the content o f their speech ," she
case. lluwcvcr. he suid that '1hc snid .
Des pite the ~ontro vcrsy he has
college rctuins the right to s•·curc
its property" and that the colkgc's s tirr~d up, Phillips snid he phms
employees "have the ob ligation w to con tinue to update the Wacky
protect imfividuuls from haruss- Wnrri ck site with his tcnm of
ment, annnyance and intimicla- fewe r thnn I 0 C nlumbia students
nnd al umn i: the nex t s ht>rt film
tiun."
Ke lly added that if nn employer all\Hit tht• college is scht•duled to
knuws harussn1ent is 111ki ng pine<' ht• rck ase<l o n the s ite the lirst
ami docs not address the ISSII<'. the <lny n f the spring semeste r.
cmployet u sks hcmg Sll<'d hy the
And, he sni<l. h~'s no t soing to
pCr.<<lll fll'lltg haiiiSSClJ.
stnml for bt'ing ti red .
Lcshc i\nn Rc1s, d1rcctnt o f till'
" I'm not neccssnrily gni ng to
( 'cntc1
liu
lnlill lllllli1>n let )the coll ~gc) I!Ct nwny w ith
Technology und l'lwucy Luw 111111 it," he s nid . " I ' m lo1>king nt my
ud junct JHo fessor ut th1· John •>ptions rill hi m>w."
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Reporter, part-titne faculty will be tnissed
Allan Johnson:
1959-2006
By Jim Jaworski
As s istant Campus News Editor
The Griffin Fun~ ral Home
was ove rflowi ng with friends
and family. There weren't nearly
eno ugh sea ts to facil itate the
h undreds of visitors , leavi ng
many sta nd ing. As C hicago
Tribune entertainment columnist Terry Armour spoke to the
sombet cro wd, he had only one
request: Laugh . Laugh for the
man who so~~.t so many years
bringi ng smiles to so many faces
th rough his writing, teaching
and mere presence--A II an
Johnson.
·
Johnson. a rcspect~d JOurnalism instructor dt Columbia and
Chicago Tribune entertainment
wnter, died o n Jan. 6 at the age
of 46 due to complicat:ons from
a brain hemorrhage.
" As a teacher and as a j ournalist, All an Johnson was witty,
sophisticated and wo rldly-wise,"
said Caro lyn Hulse, fo rmer
director of Columbia's news
repo rting and writing maj or in
the Journalism Department. " He
was a dedicated instructor, who
challenged his students to think
o utside the box and co m~ up
wi th ideas readers could care
abo ut.
"Stude nts we re awed by
Allan's 3mazing connections to
the g!amorous world of ent~r
ta imr.ent. But most o f all , they
r~s pccted his considerable skills

as a reporter and his decency as
a human being. We will miss
him very much."
Hulse hired Johnson. a former
Columbia student , in the fall of
1998. He was pan-time faculty
and taught Reponing for Print and
Broadcast. In the fall of 2005, he
Obegan to teach a new class
focused on his area of expertise,
Topics in Journalism: Reponing
Entertainment ' ews.
"He was a natural-born
teacher," said Jeff Lyon, coordinator of Coiumbia 's reponing on
health, scienc~ and the environment major in the Journalism
Department and deputy editor of
C hicago Tribune Magazine.
"Ktds identified with him."

"A I was really som ebody
wh o didn 't forget where
he came from. He really
appreciated the struggle
to get where he was. "
- Terry Armour,
C hicago Tribune
entertainment columnist
Hulse agreed, po inting out the
consistent and overwhelmingly
positive student comments on
Johnson's faculty reviews.
Dani Eller, a sophomore journalism major and former student
of Johnson 's, echoed the views
of many students and faculty,
praising her former teacher.
" He was so passio nate about
his work ancl his students," Eller
sai d. " He alw~ys tried to make
o ur class work fun. He was very

dedicated."
Eller said Johnson was able to
teach well while keeping students' attention with interesting
assignments, such as mocknewscasts. Johnson would also
take students to the Chicago
Tribune offices. showing them
the world of journalism beyond
college.
Johnson started working for
the Chicago Tribune in 1979 as a
copy clerk. Armour. a good
friend of Johnson's. met htm in a
Columbia writing class. Armour
also started as a copy clerk
around the same time.
" He was well liked by everyone. even as a copy clerk."
Armour said. "There were a lot
of people who wanted to see him
succeed."
Johnson moved up the ladder to
his eventual post as an entertainment writer, covering everything
from stand-up comedians to television. Armour said Johnson's
ability to stay grounded was one
of the attributes that set him apart.
"AI really was somebod y who
d idn 't fo rget where he came
from," Armo ur said. He commended Johnson 's success in
such a diffic ult fi eld, especially
because he d idn' t have a college
degree. " He really appreciated
the struggle to get where he

was."
Armour said that Johnson was
just starting to reach his stride as
a writer.
" He was looser and freer,"
Armou r said. " He kept work ing
at it. He wanted to get better and
stay un the top of his game."

Courtesy of the Chicago Tribune

Allan Johnson, a former Columbia student and instructor, was
a well-known entertainment writer for the Chicago Tribune. He
taught Reporting fo r Print and Broadcast and Topics in
Journalism: Reporting Entertainment News in the fall semester.
Johnson's love of comedy and
deep sense of humor is what colleagues at the Tribune wi ll
remember most.
"The thing I' m going to miss
most about him is his laugh,"
said Rob Elder, a feat ure writer
fo r the Tribune and part-time
fac ulty
me mber
in
the
Journalism Department. "Allan
had this great, deep, booming
and at :imes, cynical laugh. He
just sounded like a true news;-m-

perman."
Near the end of his fu neral, a
farewell letter writte n by
Johnson was read to the crowd.
He wrote it to his wife, Evelyn,
while in the hospital, telli ng her
not to worry, that they will meet
again someday.
The man most well-known for
his ability to make people laugh
had done the opposite. With his
final piece of writing, he brought
the room to tears.

Working on a film and run out of money?
.~

Got an idea for an art exhibit?
to curate your own photography show?
writing the Great Asian American novel
and need a new typewriter?

4>

7he Centerfor Asian Arts and Media wants to help you!
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Salaries:

ners.
In addition to providing information about Carter's salary,
Columbia's 990 tax forms also list
the other highest paid employees at
the school. The latest list reflects
the college's addition of new vice
presidents between the 2002-2003
and 2003-2004 fiscal years.
The list includes perennial highly paid employees like head of the
Science Institute Zafra Lennan,
who was received a base salary of
$223,670, and provost Steven
Kapelke, who was paid $ 19 1,293.
But for the first time, it also
includes former vice president of
Institutional Advancement Sam
Ross, who res igned in December
and earned $ 174,439; vice president of Campus Environment
Alicia Berg, who was hired in 2003
and earned S 134,933; vice president and general counsel Annice

Salary increase
in line with citywide colleges
Continued from Front Page
S I 85, or nearly a quarter of a percent, from $8 I ,236 to $81,421.
This is still a larger benefits package, though, than those received
by 94 percent of comp3rable college presidents nationwide.
"What's driving that number
more than anything is the pension
plan," DeSalle said.
Carter 's defined contribution
plan, DeSalle said, is more extensive than the typical pension plans
offered to college presidents.
Carter 's increasing salary is
part of a national trend among private colleges. Roger W. Bowen,
general secretary of the American
Association
of
University
Professors. attributes the climbing salaries of college pres idents
to three main factors.
Keeping up with the market is
one of these factors. Bowen said
that when a college ·s board of
trustees is deciding on a sa lary it
identifies presidential salaries at
other colleges in its class and
offers competitive pay.
" It is keep ing up with the
Joneses, essentially," Bowen said.
Search fliTils that assist colleges
in finding a new president have an
invested interest in keeping the
salaries of college presidents high.
because they re.-etve a percentage
of the prestdents · first-year
salaries, according to Bowen.
Col umbia used a search firm to
find a new president prior to hir-

money to make money"
is true in this case.
Carter
received
S 190,000 in expenses
during 2003-2004 fiscal
year. This accounts for
5 percent of the value o f
Carter's Gold Cos t
town horne, purchased
by the college in 2000,
according to DeSalle. In
past years, the house did
not appear on the 990
tax form as a tax-free
expense -rather that 5
percent o f its value was
considered
taxable
mcomc.
because
Colun;l:na did not usc 11
as a venue for a stgntlicant number of college
events. Now, Caner
regularly holds gathertngs at his ho rne.

Kelly, who now holds a position as
a director and earned SISI,SOO;
and dean of Media Arts Doreen
Bartoni, who earned $149,392.
DeSalle said that in 2002-2003,
Kelly was still general counsel, but
she was not considered a vice president until the following year. This
excluded her from the list of highest-paid directors until 2003-2004
even though her base salary was
roughly the same, DeSalle said.
Berg fills a space on the list left
by former executive vice president Bert Gall, who was the
fourth highest-paid employee and
third highest-paid director at
Columbia in 2002-2003 , earning
a base salary of S 177,663.
During the 2003-2004 fiscal
year, Columbia officials were paid
salaries competitive with the highest paid officers at other universities in Chicago, according to federal 990 tax forms. The University of

Chicago lcadl tbe c:ollepa wi1b tbt
highest paid president, Doa M.
Randel, making a salary of
SS04,714. Durin& tbe same filcll
year the president of ~
University, Charles R. Middletoa,
was paid a salary of$284,720.
DePaul University's higbelt
paid officials are David 0.
Justice, vice president for
Lifelong Learning and Suburban
Campuses, and James R. Doyle,
vice president for Student Affairs.
Justice's salary for fiscal year
2003-2004 was $183,300, and
Doyle made S 174,000.
The top two highest paid officers
at Loyola University of Chicago
during the same year were
Johnathan R . Heintzelman, vice
president for advancement, and
Provost
Peter A.
Facione.
Heintzelman's
salary
was
$215,977 and Facione's was
$205,600.

2003-2004

Columbia's Top Five
Highest Paid Employees

Warrick L. Carter,
President

2002-2003

Salary

Benefits

Total

$280,763

$81,421

$362,184

Carter also had $190,000 In expenses

Zafra Lerman,
Head of Science Institute
Steven Kapelke,
Provost
Michael DeSalle,
Vice President of Finance
Sam Ross,
Vice President of Student
Affairs

Salary

Benefits

$258,176 $81,236

Total

$339,412

Carter also had $199,725 In apensa

$223,670

$61,564

$285,234

$211,136 $57,929 $269,065

$191,293

$55,475

$246,768

$182,482 $52,920 $235,402

$179,166

$51,958

$231,124

$177,663 $57,522 $228,836

$174,439

$50,587

$225,026

$177,392

$51,444 $213,3H

Source: Federal 990 tax forms
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Choose to pay less for your
textbooks at Books In The City.
i I Here's the story: J
I
I

Textbooks are expensive. You knovv it. We know it.

I Your grandma probably knovvs it.
I!
!

\~hat

you might not knovv is that there Is an alternative.
Books In The City offers the same textbooks you need
at a lower price. For real.
That other place makes you pay more for your textbooks.
You don't have to.
Make grandma proud.
Shop at Books In The City.

10-6
10 - 6

8- 8
8-8
8-8
8-8
10-6
10-6
10 - 6
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New Ye~.New Cxhi~ition.s.
HOKIN GALLERY AND HOKIN ANNEX,

s

623 WABASH
AVENUE, HOURS: 9 AM - 7 PM MONDAY- THURSDAY AN D 9 AM · 5 PM ON FRIDAY

ALBERT P. WEISMAN MEMORIAL EXHIBITION

Janu ary 23-February 24 , 20 0 6
Recepti on: Thursday, Febru ary 2, 2006, 5 - 7pm
Best of Show presentations wi ll be made at 5 :30pm
The Albert P. Weisman Memo rial Scholarship Fund was
established in 1974 to encourage both undergraduate and
graduate Columbia Col lege Chicago students to complete
projects in all fields of communication . Racial profiling,
gender, illicit love affairs in spaceships, and family history
are just some of the themes explored in this year's
exhibition. The exhibit features work in nearly a dozen
disciplines including photography, book and paper arts,
comics, poetry, sculpture, fi lm, and video documentation of
performance art.

GLASS CURTAIN GALLERY,

1104 s WABASH AVENUE .
HOURS: 10 AM - 5 PM TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY AND 10 AM - 7 PM ON
MONDAY AND THURSDAY

THE GIFTS OF NEW ORLEANS: MUSIC AND CULTURE
EXHIBITION

January 12-February 17, 2006
Opening Reception: January 26, 5 -8 pm featuring student
performances
Columbia College Chicago and the Glass Curtain Gallery
are proud to present Gifts of New Orleans: Music and
Culture, the first major exhibition of the Library and
Archives at the Center for Black Music Research. This
seminal exhibition focuses on New Orleans' musica l
roots of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
contemporary Louisiana popula r music styles. and the
musical connections between New Orlea ns and Chicago,
particularly in early jazz and blues. Curated by librarians;
archivists Suzanne Flandreau and Andrew Leach, t he
exhibition will feature photographs. recordings (including
audio examples). posters, album covers, printed music
and archival materials. The exhibit will run in conjunction
with Columbia College Chicago's African American Heritage
Celebration.
For more information visit: http:/j www.colum.edu/studentaff airs; africa name rica naffa irs/

C33 GALLERY,

33 E Congress Avenue .
HOURS 9 AM - 7 PM MONDAY · THURSDAY AND 9 AM · 5 PM ON FRIDAY

VISUALOGUE

Decembe r 8, 2005- January 27, 2006
Reception: December 8, 2005, 5 -8 pm
An annual exhibitiOn o f 1nstallat1on works created by
beg1nn1ng MFA 111 Book & Paper Arts students 111 th e
Interdisci plinary Arts Department's Visua l Env1ronments
class. Taught by Mel1 ssa Jay Crai g.
Participating art1sts:
Erin Cramer, K1rst1n Derner, Stephen DeSantis, Lon1 Dicp,
Brandon Graham, Joseph Lappie, Drew Luan Matott, Hyejin
Oh, Karol Shewm ake r. T111ameri Turner, and L11 Wolf.

VISIT: HTTP://CSPACES.COLUM.EDU FOR A LISTING OF ALL [C]SPACE UPCOMING PROGRAMS

c

GLASS
c urt a in

GALLERY

HOKIN
CENTER

S PA CES
THE STUDENT CENTERS AND GALLERIES OF COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO
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lists of, well , anything that we happened to notice this
week . We've a lso
provided a space to
let our photographers run wild,
although it ' ll probably end up filled
with e ndless pictures of other photographers taking
pictures. There's a
history there.
Another addition
that we're particularly excited about
is our new ly dedicated reviews page,
found near the back
of the section, just
before the cartoons
and crossword. The page will collect the finest re leases in music,
film, television , print and whatever
else o ur fickl e minds choose to
enjoy. We' ll also be us ing this
space to put a weekly spotlight on
local artists-who we are ashamed
to admi t, may have been neglected
in the past.
You may also noti ce s light content changes throughout the issue,
as T he Word attempts to expand its
girth and dominate the landscape.
Starting next issue, you' ll begin

findin g random sports co verage,
although I'm predicting an emphasis on hockey (and English soccer,
if I can slip it past management).
Despite all the exc iting new nonsense we're still about A&E at the
core. 'This week, we've got interviews with two very d ifferent
artists who are tak ing time-outs
from their successful groups to
strike it solo. Canada 's Feist, formerly of Broken Social Scene,
stops by Park West this week to
support her latest solo album, Let it
Die. For the MTV crowd, Linkin
Park 's Mike Chinoda is making an
appearance as Fort Minor, his solo
incarnation, at the House of Blues.
Both are aware that The Chronicle
can make or break careers and graciously agreed to chat with us.
If you ' re interested in saving the
soul of o ur country's President,
we've got you covered there as
well, thanks to our profile on the
Presidential Prayer Team, a group
dedicated to the divine assistance
of W.
To coincide with our revamped
section, The C hronicle is proud to
present a gorgeous new website. So
be sure to check out www.columbiachronicle.com. Some say it looks
like Facebook, but we can on ly
ho pe students wi ll find it half as
addictive.

would be a transiti onal period in my
life was very right.
With every breakup,
makeup
or
ne w
begi nn ing I fi nd
myself
wjth
an
e~ti rely
di fferent
outlook on each si tu·
ation. I 'm 22 years
old and sin gle once
again, a nd while I
. have a lways mai ntained that, no matter
what, I would never
change my goals or
future plans fo r a
re lationship, I wonder if it's easier sai d
:han do ne .
Two weeks ago, I
was swearing up and
down to all my fri ends, roommates
and co-workers that- no matter
what- 1 would not date agai n until
graduation.
" I am unstable a nd have too
much to worry about ," I proclaimed. " I have no time to deal
with men."
J ust like eve ry other ridic ulo us
goal I set for myself (" I am NOT
going to cat any fri ed food for a
month" ), I fimnd myself immed iately retracting my statement while
th inking, " Maybe I'll meet some·
one I simply can't pass up. I can 't
close myself off, and besides, regular sex is pretty sweet."
Every bus in essperso n and horne
decorator on ll( iTV will tell you
th at p lan 11 11114 IS lrnpurtan t, but
SOIIIe tunes lll:J klllg planS 1(10 fnr in
advance can ha ckft1 e.

For as long as I can remember,
rn y fr iend Jackie has been say ing
she would escape the south-suburban town that she has hated since
fou rth grade and move, well. anywhere e lse. T hen she met Don. She
not c nly hasn't left , but she aggressively defends her decision to stay
as economical, as opposed to con·
fessing the reality of the situation:
I' m here because my boy fri end is.
But who am I to judge? I recently had an ai rplane tattooed on my
wrist to make sure that I'll never
get stuck. Stuck in a relationship,
stuc k in a job, stuck in a tuwn·-it
seems so logical, yet it 's so easy to
fa ll into a rhythm and a void doing
what rea lly makes you happy
because you 're afraid to exi t the
comfort zone .
My frie nd Alison recently dee id·
ed tu move to Mexico for a few
months whe n offered an amazin g
j ob o pportunity. " But, Alison, how
arc you and Jay going to make it
thro ugh that'/" I asked her. The
long-distance thi ng is tough .
Fo rtunately for her. she made the
right choice. A week be fore she
le ft , Jay ended things. And now she
ca n cope with the breakup on a
beach while sipping margaritas.
Maybe the Gods of Logic would
tell me to coo l it w ith the boys thi s
semester and fo cus un my schoolwork, und maybe they' re right. But
I've neve r been 11 big lim o f l o~;ic
anyway. And besides. n ot h in~;
inspires me to work more thun the ups
nnd downs that come with cl nt i n ~;.

New and
improved
Well. winter is officially in full
swing, and by the time you' re reading this , so is Columbia. The new,
extended break seemed a bit long
for my taste, but I' m sure I stand
alone on that one.
Anyway, with the new semester
comes a (slightly) new edition of
The Word. As you can see, we 've
tweaked pages two and three for
your pleasure, bringing back the
long lost "Jackass of the Week."
We've also got a few new treats,
such as the editors' top five weekly

Going with
the flow
seme ster.
Ah,
tne
sprin g
Although I ah•ays look fo rward to
sunny weather and a looming summer vaca\ion, this year is a bit more
dramatic for me. I am graduating
No more Co lumbia. And a fter z
year, no more C h; cagu. I'm off to
New York to do something wild
and fabu lo us -<>r wai t tab les. We
will have to see about the last part .
Direction is a funny thing, something that has consumed my mind
lately. One dec ision can change the
outcome of your ent1re life. I've
always considered myself a girl
with some idea about where she is
hcarlcd , c aree r- wi~e at least. llut I
rece ntl y realized that when it
(..orne" ''' rclat1o rud11ps, not e ve n a
l.w n pa'·""

any

1'1

l a • t111 ~

Willig to gs vc any of us

gUidance.
Wloorvc • t11ld me th at m y 20s

~

Love us or hate us...

Wo 'rJ lovo to hOar from YOI.t.llow lo cor1loc1 lh

Word:

~

Todd Burbo - tburbo@chronlclemall.com - (312) 344-8969
Hunter Clauss - hclauss@chronlclemall.com - (312) 344-8970
Tiffany Breyne - tbreyne@chronlclemall.com - (312) 344-8971

L.

Ratings Guide
So, Is that movie
worth watching?
That CD worth
buying? Count
the hearts In
each review and
uae thla handy
c hart to find out.

Everyone needs a scapegoat, and Da Bears are
no exception in their loss against the Carolina
Panthers on Jan. 15. No, we woO.:t blame Rex
Grossman, but instead the Bears' "stellar" defense
which all of a sudden forgot how to play football
in our first chance to win a playoff game for the
first time in five years.
The Bears' defense made a great name for themselves this season as they helped carry the team all
the way to their Division championship title after
rookie Kyle Orton took over for injury-prone
Grossman.
That reputation was not upheld in the playoff
game, however, as they let the Panthers' wide
receiver and powerhouse Steve Smith score two
touc.h downs and make 12 catches for a c~ high
of 218 receiving yards, also ranking as the fourth
highest in a playoff game. Smith had the defense
chasing him all over the field like a pothead Ohas. ing a Chectos IIUck.
Some particular jackasses to point out are
Charles Tillman, who in his clumsy ways allowed
the shoner and faster Smith to score a touclidown
less than a minute into the game and out-jump him
to catch a pass. Another jackass to spotlight WOIIId
be comerback Chris Thompson. after tripping over
his own two feet while chasing Smith, allowing
another touchdown in the third qutute~.
Once agtU.n we bought all the hype OQ the Bears
ns we coddled their egos nnd said that thi$ was
their yeur. But in the end all the defense brought to
the tublc wns a fuiled attempt to make the Bears 1l
lcnm we could be proud of. Maybe next year.
guys. but for now, the only title you hold in our
hcurts is Jnckuss of th¢ Week. - 7:Brc,vna
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Complete Crap
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~~~u~2--------------Wu-Tang Reunion Tour: Rza has
made 1t official. The entire clan
(R.I.P. 01' Dirty Bastard) will be
onstage together this spring. A
Chicago date has yet to be
announced. but 1"11 travel for this
one.
Giant Robot is Bimonthly: The
art and design magazine that I just
won't shut up about will be
released six times a year starting
with the next issue, as opposed to
the sparse fou r issues a year
they've released in the past.
Sultan's Market: This Middle
Eastern restaurant has been a
Wicker Park/Bucktowr. staple for
some time, but I'm new to the
neighborhood, so it's new to me.
Three dollar falafel owns.
Intel Macs! : The PowerBook
replacement is the macBook Pro
and is supposedly four times faster
than my G4. Plus, a new student
loan check is looming ...

Munich: Spielberg finally brought
back his A-game, which I thought
was dead after seeing War of the
Worlds.

H ayley Gra ha m: My friend , my
hairstylist, my secret crush. I don "t
know what I would do if I hadn't
met this broad during freshman orientation. Much love HayG
Return of "Grey's Anatomy":
Sexy interns, office affai rs and gutwrenching stories that fill my heart
with love and my eyes with tears. I
live vicario usly through every one
of the characters. Seriously one of
the best s hows I've ever seen.
Red Bull and Slimfast bars: The
breakfast of champions that will
get me through this semester, hopefully, in one piece.
Golden G lobes theme song:
Reworking the words from the
Pussycat Dolls' "Don't Cha" to
include lyrics like, "Don't Cha
think George Clooney looks hot
tonight" or something utterly
ridiculous like that. I'm still perplexed.
William Sh atner: Any man who
can sell his kidney stone for
$25,000 is on my list of awesome.
That and the fact that he's probably
secretly producing little Trekkie
children to combat the world in a
new and improved Starship
Enterprise.

" Project Runway" : Daniel Y.
from "Project Runway" season two
is well worth the hour-long comm:tment to brainless reality TV.
People watching: Comic book
stores on Wednesdays are the perfect places for people watching.
ew comics are released on
Wednesdays and comic book darks
crawl out of their parents' basement to get their greasy hands on
them.
Stalkers: Love letters from creepy
stalkers make wonderful coffee
table material. I found a couple
from this overweight older woman
who thought I should be a Playgirl
model because my name is Hunter.
Mel G ibson: The teaser for Mel
Gibson's new movie, Apocal; pto,
is strange on so many levels.
Gibson is actually in it himself.
Freeze-framing a certain portion of
the teaser reveals Gibson smiling
crazily in what looks like his imitation of Saddam Hussein.
" Pete and Pete" on DVD:
Blondie's Debbie Harry and the B52 's Kate Pierson make guest
appearances on the first season of
Nickelodeon's "The Adventures of
Pete and Pete." Season two is also
out, and both seaons are worth
checking out.

Exposure
Die-hard Bears fan Mana Boghossian gets fired up outside of Soldier field prior to the Bears' dl\ iswn playo tT game
against the Carolina Panthers on Jan. 15. A Bears fan s1nce he was 8 years old , IJoghossian flew out fro m ""nat I\ c Lo'
Angeles to witness what wou ld eventually be a disappointing 29-2 1 loss to the Panthers. more than like!) making it a long
catl1er this season when he attended the !leaf\ · ' lctnr)
flight home. h0nica!ly, Boghoss ian 's last trip to a Bears game
over the Panthers on 'o v. 20.
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Folsello for the mosses
Jeff Hanson sings a different tune than most, but he's OK with that
By Tiffany Breyne/Assistant A&E Editor
Men strumming lovely songs
o n their gl•itars are nothing new,
hut men w ho sing like women
are. Jeff Hanson, a so lo musician
hailing out of St. Paul , M inn., is
ofte n p ra ised fo r h is quiet
essence anrl falsetto voice that
could easi ly be mistaken for a

gonna focus o n that. And I think
that 's fine 'cause there's a lot o f
people play ing gu itar and
sing ing , so if I can have something that 's a little different, I' ll
take it.''
With a sound as pure and innocent as any lullaby could ever be,
Hanson is an acoustic s pi rit to be
recko ned wi th . He wi ll prove it
when he comes to town Jan. 29 to
perform tracks from his 2003
solo debut album, Son, and h is

woma:-~·s .

" I 'rn glad I sound the way I
do," Hanson said. ''I'm comfortab le with it. I think I defini tely
knew that people were probably

latest selt~lltled a lbum at the
Empty Bottle, 1035 N. Western
Ave.
As ide from h is vo ice, reviewers al so herald Hanson as the
next Elliott Smi th- fo rmerly o n
Han so n 's label. Kil l Roc k
Stars- or as a reincarnation of
Simon and Garfunkel 's good ol'
days . Ha nson just sees it as a way
for journa l i st ~ to cast him into a
catego ry and p ut him in a box
with
his
"co ntempo raries,"

Jeff Hanson relaxes before starting his tour, which rolls into town Jan. 29 at the Empty Bottle.
1035 N. Western Ave.
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though he thinks no other mus ician sounds quite like him.
Hanson is right in that sense,
b ut once listeners get past the
angelic voice, they'll see he's a
talented songwriter with an ear
o f gold naturally tuned for making solid music . Hanson said he's
not one of the mus ic ians who
randoml y thinks up lyrics w hile
eating di nner or carries a no tepad
everywhere he goes; it 's more o f
an art that he works at. People
are starting to notice.
" I do n' t kno w- lyrics have
always j ust happened," Hanson
said. "The more that I do, the
ha rder the lyrics g et because I
start thi nking , ' Oh, maybe someone 's actually looking at what
l;m doing now.' There 's always
that freedom of ' no one g ives a
crap' , and then people s tart asking abo ut my lyrics and it's like,
' Wa it, you' re actuall y reading
this? '"
Hanson himself is starting to
pay more attention to lyrics, saying that he grew up listening to his
parents ' 1960s records and bands
like the Beatles, who focused on
melody and harmony. Nowadays,
he finds himself on a solo Paul
Simon kick and focusing on Bob
Dy lan, who Hanson said was on
the other end of the spectrum with
his storytelling and poetic style.

Picking up Hanson 's self-titled
album would be a good first step
in preparing for his upcoming
s how. The album is almos t a full
hour of crooning and full of
songs that s ho uld be played at
epic, life-de fining moments in
time . It s tarts off with a nearly
eight m inute ballad that sounds
so isolated you want to give the
man a hug and tell h im to never
s top sing ing. Thoug h this reactio n wouldn ' t be completely
unwelcome for Hanson, he does
have an idea o f his dream audience.
"Well I' m still pretty new,"
Hanson said . " I' m hoping to just
get a decent amount of people to
come o ut, and if it's at a ll possible, to stop speaking for, like, 15
minutes. I like drinking shows
and play in g 2 1-and- up s ho ws
and all ages, but an attentive
crowd would be perfect. I think it
gets better when you actually
have people coming to see you
and not s tumbling in off the
s treet like, ' Who 's this guy?
Who 's this girl· man?'"

J eff Hanson is playing at the
Empty Boll/e. 1035 N. Western
Ave., at 9:30p.m. on Jan. 29. For
more information or to hear his
music, visit wwwjef!hanson.net.
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Your best friend for ilife
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ilife '06, the must-have update to Apple's award-winning suite of digital lifestyle applications, delivers maj o r upgrades to iPhoto, iMovie HD, iDVD and
GarageBand, plus an innovative new application called iWeb for creating
stunning web pages, blogs and podcasts.

Apple Store at Columbia College
Suite 224
33 East Congress Parkway

(312)-344-8622
www.colum.edu/applestore
applestore@colum.edu

I

•

Authorized Campus Store
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Jov-z plus Link in Pork equols Fort Minor
'TRL' staple Mike Shinoda looks to highlight his hip-hop roots with solo debut
By Todd Burbo/A&E Editor

w

hen Linkm Park's debut :'.!bum 'Hybrid Theory ' was released in
2000, it quickly became a staple of MTV's "Total Request
Live," sandwiched between pop artists such as Britney Spears and The
Backstreet Boys. They earned their share of screaming teenage fans, and
then, to the confusion of underground hip-hop fans, followed up with a
series of high profile collaborations. They've worked with the likes of
Jay-Z, The X-cutioners and Handsome Boy Modeling School, and now
LP member Mike Shinoda wants to prove that he was worthy of such
company. Under the moniker Fort Minor, Shinoda has enlisted even
marc top talent- including Chicago's own Common- in an effort to
silence any remaining do ubts about his hip-hop credibi lilty.

time, l do what l know how to do. l try to
play to my strengths, and that is to say I
know how to write music, and I play a lot
of different instruments. In keeping with
the idea of trying to make that big sound, I
did incorporate some live strings and a
li ve cho ir on the record, which obviously l
didn 't play or sing those parts, but I did
write them. l think the general rule on the
album is l did all the music, and if you
hear any rapping, then whcever is rapping
wrote it. But if you he· any singing, then
I wrote it.

C hronicle: Lin kin Park was pretty
dominant in the "TRL" pop scene, but
you also worked with underground
icons like Lord Finesse and Handsome
Boy Modeling School. How did you
maintain that balance?
Mike Shinoda: Well, I' m friends with who
l 'm friends with . You know'l They kno~'
where my heart's at and ·.hat rm a nonnai
guy. l think what it comes down to is: Can
you still just he yourself even though we
get the attention t h~ t we do?

Are you enjoying getting back to slightly more intimate venues on tour'!
Actually, l enjoy the arenas, hut l am really excited to see the f(ms face-to-face and
get the opportunity to actually spend some
time with people. It's been some time
since we did that. I had joked with the
guys [in Linkin Park] that I was going to
write an album that l could go around and
do some small shows with. l was going to
write a bunch of pop-punk songs, and we
were going to play in a joke band and put
masks over our heads and play only l 00to 200-feet rooms. They thought the idea
was funny, but obviously no one really
went through with it.

Would you call Fort Minor an attempt
to distance yourself from Lin kin Park?
l don ' t mind the association so much as I
want to j ust get back to those roots and
show everybody what I do on my own.
Although I am versati l~ and do different
kinds of music, given the opportunity to
do an album on my own, this is what I
came up with.
T he album is co-exec utive produced by

J ay-Z.

l actually produced the record and mi xed
the record mysel f. I did every track. I
played every note. l wrote every note.
Actually, I think there's one song that has
a loop in it from a sound library. and a
couple of kids online have been picking
that out, like " Does that mean that other
stu ff was taken from libraries?" No. Other
than that, l wrote all the stuff on the
record. Jay's role as executive producerhe basically helped me decide which
tracks arc going to go on the album. Some
tracks needed a little work , and some were
ready as they were. So he helped me by
making those decisions.
T he album features a lot of live instrumenta tion. Would you say it sounds
more like a hip-hop record or a rock
r ecord?
Well, one of my goals with the record was
to use a lot of live instrumentation and a
lot of live playing to maintain that big
sound that hip-hop records have. It's obviously a hip-hop record, but at the same

The artist ic design for Fort Minor is
fairly similar to Linkin Pa rk' s, a nd I 've
heard that you 're responsible for that.
I personally don 't think it's similar, but I
guess my style is my style. I did a series
of paintings for the album. Because it 's
my project, I really wanted to be as hands
on as I could be on it. l did a good deal of
the graphics on the record. As I said, I did
I 0 paintings, and those are basically the

backbone of the artwork . One thing to
note is that there aren't really any photos
of me, and if there are, my face is kind of
obscured. One reason why l named the
project Fort Minor instead of going by
" Mike Shinoda of Link in Park," and I put
paintings instead of photos, is that l want
people to focus on the music. I mean, people are finding out that this is my project,
and the reason that l put these roadblocks
between the two things is because l don't
want it to be out there as this mainstream
success off of the name Linkin Park. l
want to build it up as its own entity.
Will your show fe ature a live band'!
Are you fami liar with how Nine Inch
Nails works'l The sim ilarit ies with Fort
Minor and Ni ne Inch Nails is that in the
studio, Trent Reznor is Nine Inch Nails
and he leads the project. And then on
stage, he leads the band. That 's pretty
much how Fort Minor works. On stage.
it 's me and three of the four guys from
Styles of Beyond, a drummer named Beat
Down and then three strings players and
three backup vocalists ..
Excell ent. Anything else you ' d like to
say about the project'!
If you ' re curious abou the group, you have
to sec fortm inor.com. I'm on there all the
time; the Styles of Beyond guys and I post
regularly.

Fort Minor will be p erforming with Lillie
Brother at Tire House of Blues, 329 N.
Dearborn St., on Jan. 29. Tickets are $2 1
and available at www.ticketmaster com.
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MySpoce becoming publicity powerhouse
By Nancy Pettito/Daily Nebraskan
Anyone who has ever logged in to
MySpace.com knows about the publicity
possibilities it offers local bands. More
often than not, the message " ew Friend .
Requests" means that a band wants you to
hea r them. The website al lows these
bands to reach thousands of potential fa ns
from the comfort of their own homes and
is quickly becoming the publicity tool of
c hoice for independent acts.
For one band in particular, MySpace is
the reason they exist today. The Summer
Obsession is on the recently released
MySpace Records compilation CD. The
founding members of the group put a couple of self-recorded tracks on its
MySpace site, hoping to draw in listeners.
''The first thing we did when we started
the band was to make a MySpace
account," said Lucien Walker, vocalist ·
and bass player for The Summer
Obsession. " We knew that MySpace .
would be big and wanted to become a part
of that."
But in the beginning, Walker had no
idea how big it would become. After starting the band 's account, Walker noticed
Tom automatically popped up as a friend.
Tom is the fo under and "go-to guy" for
any questio ns regarding MySpace.
Walker really wanted to meet with Tom,
thinking it could help out the band.
"We heard about a MySpace party in
Miami, about six hours away from where
we are, and we immediately wanted to go
and talk to him," he said. " We were basically stalking Tom."
Once the band made it to the party, they

met Tom and hit it o ff. They gave him a
C D and from there, The Summer
Obsession's success took off. The band
later signed to Virgin Records and
MySpace has continued helping the m
along the way.
"MySpace really helped us gain a fan
base wi thou t virtual ly any to uring,"
Walker said. " It basically launched our
career.··

MyS pace not onl y helps bands get
heard, but al so gives li steners access to
what they need. Andy Fairbairn, entertainment director of Duffy's Tavern in
Nebraska, has used MyS pace to fin d
bands when booking shows.
"It's a great way to quick ly check o ut
bands," Fairbairn said. "MySpace is all a
Bands such as All American
band needs to have for a website now."
Jason Wilmot, senior elementa ry educa- Rejects (inset) use MySpace protion major at the University of Nebraska- files to attract new fans.
Lincoln and a local singer/songwriter,
started his MySpace music account last me out ," Jordan said.
Jordan uses the site to keep tabs
summer to network his music. Although
Wilmot isn't signed to a label, his EP is on on his favorite bands and to discovMySpace. For him, MySpace has been er new ones. Once you are friends
with a band, you can receive bulamazing, he said.
" I can line up shows with other bands in letins and updates from the group.
other states," Wi lmot said. " It 's been real- Jordan currently has a blog called You
ly cool to meet bands from other places Ain't No Picasso that he updates on a regular basis with new bands he has discovand even here in Lincoln."
Matt Jordan, sophomore journalism ered.
"Lots of times, a band looking to be
major at the University of Kentucky, got
involved in MySpace to find out about featured on my blog will e-mail me with a
little information, but instead of attaching
new bands.
" I was looking for alternatives to the an MP3 they'll just link ine to their
lame bands who were getting airplay at MySpace account," he said. "But with
the time and MySpace definitely helped any website, sometimes you have to do a
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little digging through MySpace to find
really good bands."
MySpace enables users to search by
genre, location, band member, influences

or sound. This helps members find exactly what they're looking for. "Part of what
makes My Space so influential is the community aspect of it," Jordan said. "Fans
really feel like they're close to the band
and I think that helps build a strong fan
base."

If it's possible for a city to
be described as rural, then
Calgary, Alberta is certainly
among the most worthy. Native
songstress Leslie Feist, who is
headlining Chicago's Park West
on jan. 27, describes her hometown as a blend of countryside
and city, calling it a "great place
to live and enjoy the Canadian
stuff."
The term "Canadian stuff," doesn't
exactly conjure images of a thriving punk
scene, but it was a local show by The
Ramones that marked the beginning of
Feist's career. Then fronting a high school
band called Placebo (not to be confused
with the UK band), Feist earned a slot
opening for the punk legends, but she
downplays any punk credibility this may
lend her.
"For lack of any more accurate
descriptive term, we say punk-but we
weren't," she said." It was the early '90s in
Calgary, just before the grunge scene
reached our neck of the world. What may
be a more accurate term would be just
'loud.' We were loud, we were teenagers
and we were completely enveloped in our

own angst."
The Ramones gig was Placebo's
first, but they soon became veterans of
the road, traveling repeatedly across the
country-a tour that would lead directly
to the band's demise. The strain of singing
for such a loud band proved more than
Feist's vocal chords could handle; she was
told by doctors that she would never sing
again.
Instead of giving up and settling
down with a day job, Feist promptly
picked up a guitar and joined another
band, By Divine Right, within a year of
learning to play.
"That was a totally vertical learning curve. I was playing with this guy Jose
Contreras and basically watching his fingers for three years.''
By this time Feist had moved from
Calgary to Toronto, where she fell in with
a group of musicians that she refers to as
"the Canadian Jackass crew.'' Her new
scene came complete with a new roommate, a fellow musician who would turn
out to be the electro/rap/punk vixen
known as Peaches.
Peaches, whose classic track "Fuck
the Pain Away" accompanied the memorable strip club scene from Lost in
Translation, hadn't yet established the ster-

ling reputation that her live shows have
since earned her, but according to Feist,
she was well on her way.
"She had just bought her MC-505
[drum machine/sequencer] when she
moved in with me; it was still in the box,"
Feist said. "So she moved into her bedroom, and she had her bong, her espresso
maker, and her 505. I'd be in my room
four tracking, and she'd be in her room
learning to make beats.''
Peaches fans might be surprised to
hear that she has a wholesome side, but
they shouldn't be--she is Canadian, after
all.
"At that point, [Peaches] was
teaching little kids music, art and drama.
She would go to their homes and have a
group of like 20 kids at eight in the morning. The moms would all be upstairs drinking coffee, and she'd be in the basement
clapping and playing dancing games with
these little children, then coming home
and smoking her bong and writing beats.
She was an inspiring friend but wasn't haywire latex at that point.''
With the help of the Canadian
government, which provides grants for
developing artists, Feist's early recording
sessions blossomed into a full-length
album, although she says she wasn't quite
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ready for a solo career. She couldn't pass
up the opportunity to record on the
government's tab. Yet she calls the album
"a bit premature," and describes her
early songwriting as "earnestness
unchecked."
Although she has reservations
about her first album, Feist believes
Canada's grant program was instrumental in jump-starting her career. Struggling
musicians in the United States can only
dream of government funding for
albums, music videos, websites, press kits
and tours, but Feist said Canada footed
the bill for all of these things, and in fact
still helps with the budget for her tours.
With the release of 2004's Let it Die,
Feist proved that she won't always need
to rely on a charitable government to
succeed. The album is a gorgeous collection of tracks reminiscent of Bjork and
Cat Power; but has a jazzy influence that
combines with a slight rasp in her voice
to recall Billie Holiday.
To write her yet-to-be-titled follow up, Feist moved her operation to
France, Johnny-Depp style. Although
Toronto and France are certainly two

-

'

different worlds, she doesn't think her
new environment will have much impact
on the record.
"I think that most of the writing
happens in a closed room, in a place
where I feel completely alone and shut
off, and that can be anywhere in the
world," she said. "In fact, most of the
writing I've done lately, because I've been
on tour so much, has been done in random hotel rooms, and I couldn't even
tell you [in] what country."
When not flying solo, Feist is part
of Broken Social Scene, an ever-growing
collective of Canadian musicians with a
current roster of 18 members, all of
whom consider each other friends.
"Broken is a chaotic family
reunion picnic every single time there's a
gig," Feist says. "It's just so many people,
so much history. It's really an exciting
band to be in. We all say if it all imploded
tomorrow or half the members decided
to [leave], we would all still be barbecuing together and doing the picnic part of
the chaos until we're old and gray."
When Feist stops in Chicago this
week, she'll be accompanied by BSS

member Jason Collett, who is also touring to promote his latest solo work, Idols
of Exile ( See review, page IS).
Given the history between Feist
and Collett, it's not surprising that they
plan to collaborate on stage for the tour.
What might surprise fans of Feist's
vocally driven solo work is exactly how
she'll contribute to Collett's show.
"He's so kind to let me live my rock fantasy by playing drums with him for a
song," she said. "We cross-pollinate as
much as we can:'

hi:td·];1·1
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Proyers for the prez-Lord knows he needs them
Nonprofit group promotes praying for president
By Hunter Clauss/Assistant A&E Editor
hile Presi dent Bush 's been more perfect as far as coinapproval ratings si nk to ciding the tragedy of 9/1 1 and the
historic lows. his office birth and launch of the
Presidential Prayer Team on the
a~d ndnunistration are the subJCCt of prayers across the country. website.'' Lind said.
Lind contends that
the
thanks in pan to the Presidential
Prayer Team. The nonprofit Presidential Prayer Team IS not
organizauon conunuously pro- dnven by political ideology and
motes prayer for the pres1dcnt no that the organization w1ll pray
matter "here he or she may fall for anyone who occup1es the
White House regardless of hi s or
on the poltucal spectrum.
"We feel that "c ha' e a blbh- her reltgious or polttical backcal mandate to pra~ for those 111 ground.
"We're not the George W. Bush
authont~:· sa1d John Lmd. preSIdent and CEO of the Pres1denual Prayer Team," L1nd sa1d. "We're
the Presidential Prayer Team ...
Praver Team .
Lind estimates 3 mtllion people
.According to Lind. the idea for
the nonprofit c>rgantzat1on was pray for the pres1dent every week
concel\ ed by Sunday school through many of the programs the
teacher W1lltam Hunter after the Presidential Prayer Team offers
~000 pres1denttal elections.
such as Pres1dcnttal Prayer
Hunter was skilled in bronze Sunday. a prayer extravaganza
sculptmg and. according to the scheduled to take place the
Presidential Prayer Team's web- Sunday prior to President's Day.
sue. he "created a prayer The purpose of this event IS to
reminder coin using the image of achieve a 24-hour praying
our first president, George marathon by allowmg people to
Washington, as he knelt in prayer sign up for time blocks to pray for
at Valley Forge." The coin was a the president. Potential prayerbig hit among churchgoers, and givers can s1gn up for this rally
the Prc$ident1al Prayer Team was through the organization's webformed shonly after.
Site, where they can also downAlthough the organization load a prayer guide to assist them.
started out in Hunter 's adult
The Prc$idential Prayer Team.
Sunday school group. the which
also
launched
a
Presidential Prayer Team now Presidential Prayer Team for
mainly oper-ates through its web- J(jds. also promotes praying for
lite, which was launched the day other political offices such u the
after 9111 .
vice president and various mem -rbe ttm1ng couldn't have bers of the president 's adm1nis-

W

President Bush attends a memorial service for Hurricane Katrina victims on Sept. 15, 2005. with
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld and First Lady Laura
Bush.
trat1on. This organization also
encouraged people to pray for the
Samuel Ahto confirmation hearings. Hurricane Katrina victims
and Israeli Ptime Minister Ariel
Sharon.
Although the
Presidential
Prayer Team is mostly composed
of J~stian members. Lind
maintains that followers of other
religions are welcome to take pan
in praying for the president.

One group that is not interested
in praying for the president-<>r
even praying at all- is the
American Atheists. a watchdog
group that promotes the civil
rights of atheists by advocating
the separation of chun:h and state.
uWhat is really telling is that
this website was born out of the
terrorism attacks of 911 1." said
Ellen Johnson, president of
American Atheists. "So the ques-

raad
ohr

tion remains. where was God on

911 I? God doesn' t care because
there is no God. I mean. God was
not there to save anybody. God
just let those buildings come
down. As a rational person--1
like to think of myself as a
rational person--1 think this is
just a total waste of time."
Johnson said she believes

Continued On Next Page
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Continued From
Page /0
pray ing fo r sick children in
hospitals is a better cause
than prayi ng for the president, who she bel ieves is
o ne of the worst in the
nation 's history.
Assoc iate professor John
McCarth y
of
Loyola
Uni vers ity
Chicago 's
Theology Department sees
a different cause for alarm.
"People seem to feel
compelled in civil religious
ceremonies to identi fy God
and the country, and that
can be a very dangerous
identification," McCarthy
said. "The association of
neoconservative
politics
with various forms of
C hristian evangelical ism, as
well as various forms of
Jewish Zionism, has created
the potential for a blurring
the lines between religion
and politics."
McCarthy believes that
when religion and pol itical
structures become too
c lose to one another, the
separation of church and
state begins to deterioate.
McCarthy illustrates this
point by referring to the
com me nt s TV evangelist
Pat
Robertson
made
toward Ariel Sharon in
early J anuary. Robertson
said he believed S haron's
stro ke was caused by the
hand of God rather than
Sharon's poor health.
Although McCarthy does
not think that Robertson's
comme nts are anyth ing
new, he does believe that

Above: The Presidential Prayer Team claims that
three million people pray for the president like this
man at St. Leonard's Chrush, 2605 Clarence Ave.,
Berwyn, Ill.
the media attention surrounding Robertson and the
Presidential Prayer Team is
something that has not happened before.
" It's not so much that
anything has changed, but
the media has been able to
publicize what an individual's comments wil l be ,
and thus the length
between
rel ig io n
and

media can make what 30
years ago would have been
exactly the sa me comment- they can make it
much more volatile today,
much
more
effective
today," McCarthy said. " I
think that if I would say
anything in the change of
Chri stianity, it's that it's
very media aware."
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Dave McCarty would like to see one of the largest science fiction conventions in the world return to Chicago and hopes that voters
will find his offer just as enticing as a Chicago hot dog.

Sci-fi:
Chicago
bidding for
sci-fi convention
Continued From Front Page
McCarty said the campaigning
process for the Worldcon
involves a lot of ti me and money.
The bidding season for future
Worldcons begins two years
before the event, which is the
time for bidders to pitch their
platform for hosting the largescale convention to voters.
Many candidates set up bid
part ies at other conventions
around the world in hopes of
gaining support from voters, who
are members of the World
Science Fiction Society.
"The bid party portion of the
whole process has turned out to
be very important," said Chaz

Boston Baden, who is the head
webmaster
for
the
2006
Worldcon in Los Angeles and
organizes daily newsletters for
such events. " If you can't handle
getting half a dozen people
together to host a party, [then)
why should we trust you with
something that 's a lot harder to
run?"
These bid parties can also have
themes. T he theme for the
Chicago bid parties is "To Serve
Fan,"' which was inspired by the
"Twilight Zone" episode "To
Serve 1\·lan. " This " Twilight
Zone" episode was written by
Rod Serl ing and was based on a
short story by Damon Knight.
This ironic tale was about largeheaded humanoid aliens, known
as Kanamits, who wanted to take
human beings back to their planet in order to give them many of
the advanced technologies they
had discovered. The Kanamits,
for some reason or another, leave
a large book in the possession of
the U.S. government. The title of

the book is decoded as reading
"To Serve Man," a cookbook on
preparing human beings as
entrees. Unforutanely, the discovery was made after the
began
shippi ng
Kanamits
humans back to their planet.
'"To Serve Fan' seemed like a
nice little pl ay on words,"
McCarty said. " It 's nice to have a
theme for the bid because it gives
you something to unify around
rather than j ust ' Hey, we'd like to
bring the Worldcon to a particular city.'"
Members of the current
Worldcon are also members of
the World Science Fict ion
Society, which is an unincorporated literary society that aims at
promoting
science
fiction
through Worldcon as well as the
Hugo Awards, which is an award
bestowed to the bes t-written
work of science fiction or fantasy
to come out in the previous year.
"That's one of the major points
of the event," McCarty said.
" Every year we give o ut the

'To Serve Fan': The Chicago bid parties, themed after the 'Twilight Zone' episode 'To Serve Man.'
are thrown at other conventions around the world to raise support from voters.

Hugos and they're basically the
science fiction equivalent of the
Academy Awards."
Past Hugo winners include
such novels as Ray Bradbury's
Fahrenheit 451 , Philip K. Dick 's
Man in the High Castle and J.K.
Rowling's Harry Potier and the
Goblet of Fire. Hugo Awards are
also given to short stories, novellas. "dramatic presentations"which includes movies and televis ion shows- and fanzines.
"The Hugos have an incredible
history o f bei ng right about
what's been rea ll y good,"
McCarty said . "Things that they
were picking as the best story 40
or 50 years ago are things that
people still read."
In addition to the announcement of the Hugo Awards, the
winner of the 2008 bid w ill be
announced during the 64th
Worldcon in Los Angeles, which
takes place during Aug. 23 to 27.
McCarty feels confident about
the Chicago bid and sees many
good reasons for bringing the
Worldcon to Chicago for the seventh time.
" We've had a lot of brilliant
writers from Chicago [and) folks
that have had their careers come
through Chicago," McCart y said.
"Knowing that we've got authors
here like Fredrick Pole or Mike
Resnick, these are big names in
the field of guys who are still
ali ve and still writing. That
brings folks around. "
A lthough Ch icago ' s history
with science fi ction may entice
many voters, Ben Yalow thinks it
is far too early to tell who will be
awarded the 2008 Worldcon.
Yalow is a part of a comminee
that oversees the proper usage of
the term s "Worldcon" and
"World
Scienc e
Fiction
Convention.''
" I'm not prepared to handicap
the race just yet," Yalow sa id.
"Certainly Chicago has done a
very credible j ob of making
themselves a very viable presence considering [the city J has
he ld the Worldcon si x li mes,
which is more than any city."
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The Chronicles of
C.S. Lewis
Professors debate the meaning
behind the creator of 'The Lion,
the Witch and the Wardrobe '
By Jenny Davis/The Daily Universe
lion offering his own life
on a stone altar and then
coming to life again to
help save a kingdom is part of
the story line in the C.S. Lewis
book, The Lion the Witch and the
Wardrobe. While it may sound
like a Christian allegory, that
may not be the case.
Paul Kerry, a Brigham Young
University history profe:;sor. said
the story was not written as
Christian symbolism, but rather
was moti vated by images of
Lewis' imagination and experiences of the author's own life.
"C.S. Lewis knew the technical term allegory," Kerry said.
" If he wanted the story to be an
allegory he would have included
it in the title. The story started
from images in his head, such as
a fawn with an umbrella, a witch
and a lion."
Lewis explained how he was
motivated to wri te the story in
his book , Letters to Children. In

A

response to his moti ves of the
story he wrote:
"Some people seem to think
that I began by asking myself
how I could say something about
Christ ianity to children, then
fixed on the fa iry tale as an
instrument ... then drew up a list
of basic C hri stian truths and
hammered out 'a llegories' to
embody them. This is all pure
moonshine."
Kerry said that to say the book
is simply a Christian fab le takes
away much of the beauty of the
story. He said that if people look
at the book as having only a
Christian theme, other important
parts of the story are lost.
Keny also said that experiences of Lewis' own life influenced the story. For example,
Lewis himself was a professor
who li ved in the countryside and
took in evacuee chi ldren during
the bombings in England. Also,
as a student and professor at the

Asian the lion and Edmund Pevensie, played by Skandar Keynes, are two of the main characters
in Andrew Adamson's film adaptation of C.S. Lewis' 'The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, the
Witch and the Wardrobe.'
universi ties o f Oxford and
Cambridge, he was deeply
inspi red by the beauty of the gardens and a rchitectu re of the
buildings.
"Lewis lived much of his life
in Oxford as a student and taught
there for many years, then at
Cambridge fo r many years,"
Kerry said . " He would eat his
meals there; he even had worship
services there. It was like a complete world, and these places are
so magnificent that when you are
there, it feels like it is a different
world- like Namia."
Kerry said that Lewis would
have developed a close bond to
hi s colleagues at Oxford and
Cambridge, including col league

J.R .R. Tolkien. The uni versities having talked about this for year>
separated the professors into with my students I can see that it
their respective colleges, so the really is a mix . It is symbolic, but
professors felt they were on a at the same time it is also an
mission together to find knowl- imaginative supposal. It's a pretedge and wisdom, much like the ty complex thing. but at least it
characters in Lewis ' stories. would be fai r to say that it is not
Kerry said that Lewis' life expe- a simple allegory. It's not just a
correspondence
riences, his intellect and also his one-on-one
strong ~o n v ictions as a Christian when everything is referring to
something else."
come together in his writing.
Carl Sederholm, a humanities
Another Brigham Young
University professor, Bruce professor at BYU, said Lewis
Young, who teaches a class on thought with and through
Lewis, said he agrees that Christianity, whtch is why his
a lthough the book has Christian work has Christian themes.
'·I'm always reluctant to paint
themes, it is not just an ill ustration of Christian principles. KRT a straight allegory," he said. "But
Christianity is there."
"Lewis calls it a 'supposal, ... Young said. "However, after

····~.
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Reviews
••••

Jason C"ilet;t stepped away
from Broken Social Scene to
create a safe but pleasant
acoustic pop album in Idols of
Exile. It may be nothing new,
but it makes for relaxing background music. Currently on
tour with fellow BSS member
Feist, Collett will be at Park
West on 1127.
- T. Burbo

Jason CoUett
Idols in Exile

••

M ister Miracle #3
Grant M orrison

......

Scrubs
N BCS, Tuesday, 8 p .m.

;
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••
Lunapads
Lunap ads

~-.

•
~-
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Grant Monison's take on Jack
Kirby's Mister Miracle seems a
bit underwhelming compared
w ithMonison's take on other
Kirby characters like Klarion the
Witch Boy and the Guardian.
which is sad considering Mister
Miracle is an escape artist who
can free himself from anything.
Such a character surely deserves
better treatment. - H Clauss

The staff of Sacred Heart
Hospital looks like it will continue to deliver this season .
Season Five of "Scrubs"
kicked offJan. I 7 in an inexplicable midseason rerum and
sated fan cravin gs with hilarious back-to-back episodes. The
show's trademark offbeat- and
sometimes ridiculous-sense
of humor is still going strong.
- J. Fisc!•<:r

OK, not gonna lie, no one at
The Chronicle has used these
(at least who has admitted it).
Praised by die-hard Earth loving
females
out
th ere,
Lunapads are washa ble menstrual clot hs that keep garbage
out of your landfills and comfort in your notch during that
infuriating time of the month.
- T. Breyne

••

First One Free is Mark
Bilyeu's debut album as a
soloist away from his hillbilly
~---- band Big Smith. It's filled with
music that would most likely
be found at a modern day
honky-tonk . T h is album is
good in small doses when one
feels the need for modest, deep
country crooning.
- T Breyne

Mark Bilyeu
First One Free

••

Vanity Fair
February Issue

• •••

Vanity Fair gained hype wnh its
article exposing Lindsay Lohan's
kindred collapse, drug abuse and
bulimia- as well as her freckled
physique. Celebrity exploitation
aside, the issue offers a scrutimzing look at Air Marshals· fight
against airbomc terrorism. a profile of I.J.S. Anomey Patrick
Fitzgerald and an article about
an auto magnate's cocaine overdose while partying with transsexual prostitutes. - 1'vl. Finkler
Filmed in 1994 at London's

R adiohcad : T he Astoria famed Astoria Theatre, just
London L ive
before the release of the
band's second album , The
Bends, this DVD is well
worth it for anyone interested
in an hour and eight minutes
of pre-Kid A Radiohead.
Bleach-blond hair parted
down the middle never
seemed so original.

•• ••

Don't Tread Dun k
Nike

To hdp promote their "Don't
Tread on Me" U.S. soccer
campaign, Nike has released
the "Don't Tread" Dunk.
available exclusively online.
Although the shoes' colors
are custom izable, the s tandard red and black snakeskin-textured leather is blazing hot. - T Burhu

Taking a closer look at Chicago's local bands

C hronicle: How did you guys come up with your
~o u nd, and how would you describe it to people?
Roxie: Ten years ago I was wr iting music fo r a sci-fi rock
opera, so I wrote all these songs -really weird and psycho- and I told [Still], you should hear this stufT; it's
really fucked up. He liked it, s o we rerecorded it and that
was the beginning.
Stiff: I say, take Big Black and mix it with Gary Numan
and the Tubeway Army. That 's the best way to describe it.
You guys have~ drum m ac hine. H ave •Jo •r ever
thought about getting a n actua l drum~er?
R: w~·re not ;:ompletely anti-d rummer; it's just The
Countdown sounds the way it is because of the drum
machine. Plus we rarely prac tice together. It just makes
sense for us, and we definitely try to top each other at
shows- who 's gonna be weirder, more fucked up. Plus if
we fight, it would be awkward for that third person .
You guys have a ba by a nd othe r j obs. Why d o T h e
Countdown too?
R: Our first year playing we had quite a bit of shows,

•••

Grand Ove rview
Fehrrtal)' Issue

••••

Broken F lowers

-J. Ewert

Premium Blend
Marriage and children tend to put a damper on a hopping
social life, but The Countdown doesn't let that stop them
from doing wha t they love. Steve Denekas and Tamar
Berk, a.k.a. Stiff and Roxie Starr, performed their first
show as T he Countdown in 2003, got married, had a child
a nd still manage to pum p out their individual style of new
wave rock with a brush of '80s g lamour.

•••

Although it might disappoint
Queens of the Stone Age fans to hear that Songs for the
Over the Years...
Deaf drummer Dave Grohl is
IIII!"'•~P-!'!"~I!!IIIIr'! left out of this recording, Over
the Years and Through the
Woods is nevertheless a worthy purchase for any fan. The
album is well mixed for a live
recording, and captures the
intensity of a QOTSA show
perfectly. - 7: Burba

then not a lot when we recorded. And then I was pregnant
and we didn't play at all. We played our first show five
months after the baby. and I was like, "I miss this- we
can 't stop playing." We both have day jobs, but if some
major label carne around and gave us money we'd do The
Countdown totally. We're trying to figure it out. It 's a
g reat band. We get to hang out. It 's just us ; it fits into our
car.
How wou ld you d escribe your perfo rma nce as T he
Coun tdown '!
R: For me, I always say I' m gonna top mysel f from the
last show. We're for outcasts, for degenerates, people who
feel fuc ked over. There's an anti -corporate vibe, a vibc
going on where yo u fi:cl like that too. It 's not hatci'ul
musH.:; It's about frustration . It 's pent up angst and anxiety
and aggression.
S: We play once a month and save up all that energy and
let it go fu r 30 minutes. It 's the unly way to let gu, and
it's awesome to put that out. I'm from S ioux City. [lowa].
where 300 kids were ffeaking out for every band that
cam e there. Here, people just look at you. It made me
develop an over-the-top stage thing- j ust freak out if peop le just stare. You have to e nte rtain .

111e Countdown has one a/hum titled 'Scratc h and Sniff '
and are hoping tu record a new full-length a/hum soon
70 hear and learn more. go to www lhecmmtdvwn.net.
T Breyne

[f you 're craving a magazine
similar 10 Echo. GRO IS the
way to go wi1h us Slmplist•c
deSign and minimal advertising to fl•p through. GRO
is new to the area and features swn es about local
issues and events that give
new pcrspecu ve to the lovely city we call home.
- T Brerne

In an excellent dran1a from
writer/director Jim Jarmusch,
suave bachelor Don Johnston
(Bill Murray) receives an
anonymous letter infom1ing
him that he has a 19-year-old
son he has never met. The
mystery causes Johnston to
embark on a cross-country
trip to n-ack down old girlfriends and find the mother of
his son. - J. Jaworski

•••••

Star Wars games u'ually
sound increthbly dorky. but
Swr lliu·s Balllejront II is
well worth it. In addition to
. . . "'fll.r.'ICI., _I -.1 - - - ground rmssions. players can
._....._also duke it out in space with
..sTAR. WARS'
an assortmt:nt of 't:h1clt!s
IAITLff'n\\~'\
from the films. Throughout
......
--. ..-.....
.. --....
......\
... If the game, players can choose
to play on any ,ide o f th~ battles: rebel, emp~re-eH!n as
the lame prequel dr01d anny.
~ '
)
'
II Clauss

Sta r Wars Battlefront II
Lum.v Arts

.:;.. .- .-_...J.t-,"'.· . I

The Countdown
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Deep gorge
6 Con's knife
10 Mine car
14 "Giant" ranch
15 Final passage
16 Tortoise rival
17 Remove sail
supports
18 Voiced
t9 As soon as
20 Derision
2t Offensive
barrage
23 Most on edge
25 Tax agcy.
26 Iron Mike
29 Bivouacs
33 Associate
familiarly
37 Team cheer
39 Genesis man
40 Opera song
41 Architect Jones
43 Comic Carvey
44 Cicatrix
45 Lo«ing tennis
shot
46 SSS word
48 Angel hair or
ziti
50 Small songbird
52 Pioneer TVmovie channel
54 Sickly pallor
59 Good dishes,
perhaps
64 Gold measure
65 Holm oak
66 Bard's river
67 Madonna movie
68 Trunk spare
69 Tear apart
70 Happen again
71 Son of Seth
72 Under sail
73 Palm blows
DOWN
1 Pizza part
2 Consequently
3 Copland or Burr
4 Begins moving
5 Ignition-system
element
6 Skedaddles
7 Rhino weapon
8 McKinley and
Lupine

to the nines
fashion@columbio

1/23108

C 200f Trlbun• M~ia S.rvlces,lne.
All rlghl s r . .erved.

9 Frankie ofThe
Four Seasons
10 Cast of
t1 Pealed
12 St. Louis
landmark
13 Track gathering
22 Trajectory
24 Actress
Thorndike
27 Pygmy antelope
28 Scold persistently
30 Ring around a
castle
31 Glazier's 1tem
32 Deception
33 Necklace
fastener
34 Black-and-white
whale
35 Partisanship
36 Basilica lobbies
38 Book a«er Daniel
42 Armistice Day
mo.
47 City bordering
the Bronx
49 2 on the phone

Solutions
s d
tl n
v J_
J_ v
s s

v 1 s
::> 3

tl

I II 3
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v

)I

3 N N
0

3 J_ s A
V N v a
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N
V
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S.
0 !)
H V
N
I
1 S
1 \(

s tl
J. H !l n ..
3 :J N 0
3 tl v H . v a
~ v tl J_
II I

51 Kigali's country
53 "Lavey Childs"
author
55 Type of orange
56 Writer Jong
57 Stopped
slouching

0 II V
N I H
0
I II
8 0 1
I N I
8
tl .
0 s A
J_

s 0 N 3
3 tl I J.
X 3 1 I
:) 3 N 0 8
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N 0
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58
59
60
61
62
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N tl 0:) s
! l l tl N n
v J_ v 3 tl
~ s If H :J

Headliners
Light snack
Ken or Lena
Roman tyrant
Currier and
Michael Jarecki/The Chronicle

63 Nary a one

Out of My Head

Aries (March 2 1 - April 20): When you see a roach crawling across the floor
at the Shedd Aquarium this week, you will crush it on instinct. Little did 'you
know, the " Bugs of the Amazon" ex hibit is missing their prized endangered
roach.

by Scotty Carlson
W~ W ~ R~ 1.- ~AV!NG TH~ ~ST·
HOM~ WH~N IT
STAR~D TO RAIN. NHTH~R OF
US HAD UMBR~l-L-AS THAT NIGHT.

AURANT TO WAL-K

I

I

@Taurus {April 2 1 - May 21): You're a bean!

I WAS ABOUT TO HAIL- A CAB
WH~N MY DAT~ POI~D OUT
HOW B~AUTIFUL- TH~ ~V~NING
WAS, AND HOW NIC~ IT MIGHT
B~ TO WAL-K HOM~ IN TH~ RAIN.

~ Gemini (May 22 - June 21 ): A new job w i ll knock you ofT your feet. It will be
~ especially embarrassing because you're babysitting, and the kid is four.

Cancer (June 22- July 23): Your unending fascination with old buildings will
lead you into a strange alley this week, where you w ill nm into a soothsayer
~who will say something astonishing about your future. But I can ' t tell you what
she said.

~

I

I
1

Cl)

Leo (July 24- Aug. 23): A small rock from the sky wi ll hit you on the head w hile
you're walking to class this week, and you will go into a deep coma, forever
known as " The dude/chick who went into a coma after being hit by a meteorite."
Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23): Treat yourself to some new shoes this week instead
of more rare Star Wars figurines. You and I both know George Lucas is insane,
so stop pay ing the mortgage for Skywalker Ranch.

~

Libra (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23): People sometimes avoid you in public, and you
~don 't know why. I have a theory: Maybe it's the constant "WOOOO"ing everywhere you go.
Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22): You will forget to smile w hile getting Botox thi s
week and forever look completely pissed ofT.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23 - Dec. 21 ) : No one knows where the hobo goes when it
snows. Except you, and you will be interviewed in several magazines this week
because of it.
Capricorn (Dec. 22- Jan. 20) : Your future as a narc loo ks bleak. Why are you
going to Columbia for that anyway?
® A q u arius (Jan. 2 1 - Feb. 19): You are so smart it hurts my feelings.
Pisces (Feb. 20 - Mar. 20): You will fail this week at keeping your New Year's
resolution to go to class, preventing you from reading this horoscope, which
otherwise may have prevented the aforementioned failure.
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MANIFEST 06 PROJECT
PHOTOGRAPHER
Under the supervision of the [C]Spaces Director and the
Visual Communication Coordinator, the Manifest 06 Project
Photographer will shoot a series of images during the month
of February to be used as the basis of the overall marketing
campaign for Manifest 2006.

MANIFEST 06 MUSIC
MANAGEMENT INTERN
Intern Pos ition for AEMM Student Under the supervision
of the [C]Spaces Director, the Technical Director, and
the Manifest Coordinator, the Manifest Music Intern will
focus on all duties related to marketing the student and
professional bands playing at the festival , as well as
helping to organize the perform ing stages at the festival.

COMING SOON!
CALL FOR MANIFEST STUDENT
BANDS, TICTOC
PERFORMERS, SPECTACLE
WORKSHOPS,
STUDENT ARTWORK, AND MORE!

MANIFEST 06 GALLERY ASSISTANT
INTERN
Intern Position for AEMM Student Under the supervision of
the [C]Spaces Director. the Gallery Coordi nators. and the
Manifest Coordinator, the Manifest Gallery Assistant Intern
will play a vital role in the installation of exhibitions, staffing
special events, and performing various tasks in the service of
the festival.

MANIFEST 06 TECHNOLOGY
INTERN
Under the supervi sion of the [C]Spaces Director and
the Visual Communication Coordinator, the Manifest 06
Technology Intern will assist in web marketing and the
coordination of digital assets and workflow integral to the
planning and promotion of Manifest.

MANIFEST 06 MARKETING INTERN
Intern Position for AEMM Student Under the supervision
of the [C]Spaces Director, Ass istant to the Director and the
Manifest Coordinator, the Manifest 05 Marketing Intern will
concentrate on marketing and promoting end-of-year events
to the Columbia College and South Loop communities, and
will play a vital role in organizing the festival.

For Complete job descriptions, visit:
http:/ jcspaces.colum.ed ujgetinvolved.php

calendar.

WHO SHOULD
SUBMIT A PROPOSAL?
Students. faculty and staff,
or outside organizations
and ind ividuals who have a
compelling curatorial idea
and the energy to see it
through

QUESTIONS?
Neysa Page-Lieberman
312.344.7696

cspaces@colum.edu

TO PROPOSE A
SHOW, PLEASE VISIT:

http:/I
Please send all Internship resumes and cover letters to:
CaroiAnn Brown, Director
[C]Spaces/ Giass Curtain Gallery
1104 S. Wabash, 1st Floor
Chicago, IL 60605

Mark your calendars ... Manifest is May 12, 2006!

COMMENTARY
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Sense and Sensibility
h e late n ove li s t
C ha rles Bukowski, no
st;·anger to alcohoi
abu se, l'ncc said, "'Vie. arc
nere to laugh at the odds and
live o ur Jives so we ll that
De ath wil i tremble to take
us.'' W h :Je this may be insp:rationa l to some, for most,
wh~n dea lin!'; wit h de a th.
gri ~ f is the natural response.
And that c mot ion can be
instantl y e xposed w he n it
occ urs within our coll ege
commu nity in t he South
Loop.
The untime ly deaths last
se mester of J o s hua
Kanapacki s, 2 7 , J as o n
Zarka, 2 I , and Owen Odigie.
I9, posed new questions
about the fragil ity of life and
how the college community
s hould deal w ith s uc h
events. Additionally, since
two of t h e death s w e re
al legedly substance re lated
a nd in school housing facilities, questions of student
respo ns ib ility have bee n
ra ised.
C o lum b i a- s tud e nt
Kanapackis died at a party
last yea r at the 2 E . 8th St.
apartment comp lex. He had
been drinking, but toxicology re ports have not ye t confirm ed a lcoho l poi soning as
the cause of death. Zarka, a
DePau l Uni versity student,
died in his dorm room at the
U n i•.' c r s it v Ce nt e r o f
C hicago from a n appare nt
hero in overdose, and Odigie,
a Roose\'e lt Uni vers ity stuJent. a !so died in h;s dom1
room , in the Herman C row n
Cente r. 42) S. Wabash Ave.,
from ~auses still unknown
De Paul , Roose velt, 3nu
Col umbia a ll st:arc thi:; grie f

T

j ust as the Unive rsity Ce nte r
was created w ith the three
schools sharing in the college experie nce. And students need to be aware of a ll
the o pti on s ava il ab ie to
the m , s hould they re quire
help dealing w ith issues suc h
as death, depress ion or s imply the need for somebody to
ta lk to.
One suc h outlet availab le
to students that C o lumb ia
offer s a r e it s C oun se li ng
S erv ices in the Waba s h
Campus Bui lding, 623 . S.
Wabash Ave . Licensed professiona ls in the fie lds of
psychology, socia l work and
counse ling provide a forum
to discuss sens itive iss ues
that tro ubl ed students might
be going through.
While therapy can be a n
effective, b,:neficial solution
fo r s o m e s tud ents , di s c ussing pe rsonal issues is not
as attractive an option for
everyone.
Col umb ia has pri ded itse lf
on stress ing its commitme nt
to the arts, and many students find pe rsonal solace in
e xpress ing their opin ions
a nd e motions throug h the ir
pre fe rred medi a.
Add ition a lly, the nume rous galle ries on campus prov ide o pportunities to ga in
inspi ra tion and spend time
w ith fri ends.
Columb ia a lso has nume rous student organ izations
that a ll ow us to meet new
people and make new friend s
du rin g tim e ou t si de th e
c lassroom .
T hese options are all free
from a lcoho l or other illegal
substances. Still , w e s hould
not deny that to many stu ·
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BACK FROM THE DRAWING BOARDS

dents, an essential pa rt o f the
co ll ege expe rie nce invo lves
s ituations with ex pos ure to
those vic es. And an essential
part of m atur ity comes in
know ing how to properly
hand le those s ituations .
Three de.a ths w ithin o ne
s emester causes concern, but
should not lead to any pan ic
that a ll students are incapab le o f partaking in social
occas ions in a respon sible
fashion .
Roose ve lt. De Pa ul a nd
C o lumbia can certainly raise
aware ness about the ris ks of
a ll forms of substance abuse.
But a lcohol cons umpt ion is
cons idered a ri te o f passage
fo r some students having
recently left home, and the
trans it ion a nd ne wfound
free dom in the ir trek through
college can still be fun w ithout being dangero us .
Columbia is offic ia lly a
dry campus , a nd a ll stude nts
are proh ibited from drink ing
alcohol in the dorm s or on
school pro perty. Thi s restri ction is both understandable
and unreal istic. In a community that is home to three differe nt schools, students of a ll
ages will make fri ends o f a ll

...UNTIL WE RUN

OUT OF GAS """

GET INTO A
CR.A~l-\.

ages.
It isn' t entire ly poss ib le to
prevent th e dev il-may-ca re
attitudes of some stude nts, or
eve n e limina te the rebe llious
nature that is oft en assoc iated w ith colleg e you th .
Students w ill m ake mistakes,
bu t most w ill learn from
the m . While th is is huma n
nature and part of growing
up, we can further make use
of so me o f th e op t i o n s
Co lumbia makes availab le to
he lp us live our lives so we ll.

Chicago starts to breathe it all in
he city of C hicago took
its fi rst step towa rd
joini ng the nation 's
s moke-free commu niti es last
week, and whi le the ban d id
not impose a tota l snuff-out,
it was a signi fi cant accomp li shment a ll the same .
C hicago's anti-s moking
ordinance had been the subj e ct of inten s e d e bate
between pub lic h ~a lth ad•,ocates and members of thto
hospitality industry througho ut most cf 2 005 . The ban's
ini tial v arie ty of p ub lic
places includes such areas as
bu ilding lobbies, sports arenas and restaurants w itho ut
bar areas .
But the c ity deserves c redit for a llowing owners of
bars and taverns a littl e time
before beir.g forced to comp ly as we ll. Nobody wou ld
portray establishme nts that
accom m odate smoke rs as
being partic ul a rl y hea lthy
areas to s pend time, but
m a ny of us shou ld appreciate
the r ights of free enterprise

T

and busines s owners ' decisions to serve the needs of
the ir cl ie nte le .
There a re still questions
about how vi gorou sly the
city will enforce som e of the
new ru les smokers wi ll have
to fo llow- namely proh ibiting smokers from lighting up
w ithin I 5 feet of a building 's
entrance. !! wou ld seem that
under the r.~ w ru le, the ashtrays shouldn' t be located
within I 5 feet e ithe r.
But we realize that the ban
is ne w for a ll of us, and most
of the bugs w ill be worked
out of the s ystem as we
adjust to a smoke-free c ity.
Prohibiting smok ing in public places has bee n a dicey
iss ue for all co mmunities
that have decided to enforce
a ban. but the result has generally been we ll-received in
m ajo r me tropolitan areas
li ke N ew York C ity and
entire sta<es like C a lifornia .
Even e ntire European countries, s uch as Italy a nd
Ire land, ha ve adopted s imila r

me asures. And j ust one day
a fte r C hicago 's ord inan ce
went into e ffect . the city
c ounci l in Illino is' capita l,
Spring fi e ld, e nacted its own
ban as we ll.
Smoke rs adm ittedly get a
raw dea l nowadays, sent out
to the streets with a habit that
is a lready burdene d with
taxes. But beyond the compla ints of eye irritation or the
s mell of smoke still linger ing
in hair and clothes, the bottom line is that smok ing is a
longer form of s uic ide. And
worse yet, the effects of
" pass ive," or second ha nd,
smoke is harm fu l to those
a round smokers .
C hicago's new sm oking
ban didn ' t entire ly w ipe it
out of e very public p lace, but
the p laces it did make
smoke-free for now make
them healthie r env ironme nts
fo r a ll of us. We' ll have to
wa it to see how certa in bus inesses in the city are affe cted, but so far the resu Its look
(and sme ll) good .

Terrence NowickUKRT

Have an opinion a bo ut something you read o n th ese pages? Did you
catch a mis take, think we co uld ha ve c overed a story bette r or be lie ve strongly
about an issue tha t fa ces a ll of us he re at C olumbia?
W hy not write a Letter to the Editor? At the bottom o f Page I 5 you ' ll fi nd a
set of gui de lines on how to do this . Le t us hear from you .
- -The Columbia Chronicle Editorial Board

-------
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Alito's qualified and confirmed-deal with it
By Derek Strum
Commentary Editor

nine-member high court, but most the man who won the election
of the debate about Alito'sjudicial could possibly appoint as many as
philosophy outside the hearings four new justices, and thus affect
Let's just call it what it is: the consistently seemed to revolve the law for decades .
world's longest, most boring job heavily around one topic: aborYou would think that if abortion
interview. Supreme Court hear- tion . You ' d almost think the was as important a right to women
ings nowadays are a far cry from Supreme Court decides on noth- as it 's often said to be, that would
the line of questioning Clarence ing ~l se.
have been better represented in
Thomas went through , fielding
But last Wednesday, O'Connor the voting booth . But according to
questir.n s frcm senators about wrote the decision that sent a New the U.S . Census, 20 mill ion
whether he had mentioned pubic Hampshire parent-notification law unmarried, eligible women voters
hair in Coke or a porn star named back to a lower court, unanimous- decided not to cast a ballot in the
Long Dong Silver in conversa- ly supported by the other eight last presidential election. Worse,
tions with a law professor from justices. Nobody seems to be itch- if unmarried women had voted at
the University of Oklahoma.
the same rate as married women ,
ing to talk about abortion.
Sure, there were questions
Except, of course, for activist there would have been 6 million
about Samuel A lita's views on groups refetTing to themselves as additional votes. There could have
executive power and his involve- " pro-choice." When the topic of been a different result , too.
ment in the Concerned Alumni of Roe v. Wade came up not just with
Princeton, a group w ith some A lito, but at the hearings for Ch ief
rather racist and sexist views. But Justice John Roberts as well, I
when A lita ' s wife, Martha-Ann wished I was able to work up simBomgardner, fl ed the hearings in ilar ;";ustration. It 's far from
tears, the moment felt as ~cr ipted uncommon for even the most
as the entire process.
ardent pro-choice advocate to
Just to clear things up, Lindsey admit that the landmark 1973
Graham (R-S.C.) apologized to decision was a bit of a reach for
the nominee for the supposedly the Court 's powers. But in additough questioning and then asked tion to the shaky ground the aborAlita if he was a bigot. " I' m not tion debate has been on ever since,
any kind of bigot," A lito replied. the outrage of the Supreme Court
And that was that.
moving even more to the right
Surprises really shouldn ' t be was a great thing to talk about,
expected from President Bush's say, back in November 2004.
Even back in 2000, when AI
nominees. When he introduced
Ahto on Halloween, it was well- Gore was running against Bush,
known that the Third C ircuit there was some issue of which
judge was not just dressed up as a candidate would be respons ible
conservative. No, unlike the pre- for nominating Supreme Court
vious nominee who was propped justices. But when Bush's first
But the Supreme Court wasn' t
up to absorb immediate venom, term ended without a vacancy, the as sexy of an issue as. say, gay
Harriet Miers. Alito is the real health concerns of the court's sit- marriage or ·•moral issues.·· So the
deal.
ting members rai sed the stakes. sudden outcry from members of
Naturally, there was instant Going into the 2004 presidential both the far-ri ght and far- left
skepticism about whether a guy election, Chief Justice William about the significance of replacing
nicknamed "Scalito" would be the Rehnquist had been diagnosed O 'Connor strikes me as arriving
- best type of judge to replace the with thyroid cancer. O'Conn or far too late. Not to ment ion being
more moderate Sand ra Da y and Ruth Bader Ginsburg were a bit melod ramat ic.
O'Connor. There's been repeated both cancer survivors. Thomas
Since his second term began.
reference tc O 'Connor 's role as was the on ly justice who was not a Bush has had to appoi nt two ne\\
the crucial "swi ng" vote on the senior citi zen. The talk was that j ustices. It is neither surprising

nor illogical for the president to
pick nominees who will represent
his legacy. Bush's party controls
both houses of Congress, and he'd
be an idiot not to try and cram
through the ideo logue we fu lly
expected him to offer.
But Roberts repla c ing
Rehnquist was hardly a change; a
conservative for a conservative.
And wh ile O'Connor is seen as a
moderate, that 's just a nicer way
of saying she wasn' t as far to the
right as the rest of the conservati ve wing of the court. Even
assum in g a more conservative
court overturned Roe v. Wade, the
decision wouldn 't make abortion
illegal, it would just return that
dec ision to the states, where the
shades of red or blue would grow
even darker. The moment that the
court would really change is when
Bush would appoint a justice to
replace an aging, liberal member,
Iike 85-year-old Chicago native
John Paul Stevens.
Shou ld that day come, I hope
the Democrats would remember
to keep their questions short and
poi nted to produce lengthier
answers and not vice-versa. The
party has no chance of getting a
nominee they' ll be thrilled about.
but there are also not many places
the Democrats can point a fin ger
of blame at except themselves. As
Tim e Magazine 's Joe Klein said
about the Alita nomination back
in ovcmber. during an appearance on ABC's "This Week": "He
is a very well-respected and highly qualified conservative and if
Democrats don't like judges like
this, they should start winn ing
elections."
And in a mid-term e lec tion
year. if the critics deny ing A lito's
eventual confirmat ion don't like
judges like him , may be th e)
s hould st art partici pating in them .

Look who shouldn't be talking
By Jennifer Sabella
Managing Editor

Some of us may remember her
from classic films such as Look
Who:S Talking, Look Who:S Talking
Too and Look Who :S Talking Now,
but most of us remember her as the
overstressed Rebecca Howe in the
bar where eve!) body knows your
name. In recent years, K irst;e Alley
has gotten loads of press about her
weight gain, weight loss and body
in general, but this time it has gone

too far.
Weight loss commercials and
advertisements as a whole are
ridiculous. It's either a super-buff,
greased-up woman who has been
living in a tanning bed for I0 years
talking about how some pill gave
her ''these amazing resu Its" or it's a
fat, depressed woman who found
her life again after discovering
Trimspa. While I usually roll my
eyes and reali ze that these ad campaigns are short on budget and concept, a recent Jenny Craig commercial made me livid.
Our favorite " fat actress" Alley
prances across the screen, shouting
about how she lost 50 pounds andget this- now it's raining men . The

'80s hit ''It 's Raining Men" by the
Weather G iris becomes the soundtrack as Alley is surrounded by
hunky men in tuxedos fawning over
her now more slender body.

children- not j ust midd le-aged
women with withering se lf~cstee m .
Wh ile the commercial is cheesy. I
can 't help but think that somewhere
women are affected by this. Some
woman thinks that she is single
because she could stand to lose a
few pounds; some woman

wa nt~

more than anything to be j ust a link
th inner in order to "score" some
beefCake.
While fat men wa lk am1 in ann
with their gorgeous girlfriends and
wives, why arc women lefl to beat
themselves up over that doughnut
they ate earlier? While obesity is
something this country needs to get
a grip on as a serious medical epidemic, why are advcr1iscrs playing
mind games~
When I look around, I sec heavier
men who really don 't care too much
about being heavy. Sure, they 're
bothered by their weight. but it usually doesn't consum e them. They
are more likely to be confident and
Not on ly is it unreasonable to say
that a woman must lose 50 pounds
in order to find a man, but where arc
the men? In all of these commercials, it 's always a woman feeling
alienated because of her weight.
Obesity affects men , women and

The Columbia Chronicle is a student-produced
publication of Columbia College Chicago and
does not necessarily represent, in whole or in
part, the views of college administrators,
faculty or students.
All text, photos and graphics are the
property of The Columbia Chronicle and may
not be reproduced or published without
written permission.

have a " tak e me as I am'' aura about

them. And that , not their size 40
pants, is what makes them attractive.
A woman can be beautiful, smart,
funny and a size 14, and society
sees her as a charity case. Not only

Editorials are the opinions of the Editorial
Board of The Col umbia Chronicle.
Columna aro tho opinions of the author(s).

Vlowa oxprossed In this publication arc thoso
of tho writer and aro not tho opinions of The
Columbia Chro nicle, Columbia's Journalism
Department or Columbia College Chicago.

is it sexist, it's bullshit.
A nd while I'm s tra nge ly
impressed with the whole Weight
Watchers point system thing (a diet
plan that actually makes a little bit
of sense), its commercial s are just as
bad by making women fee l inadequate. Cher's "Tit is is a Song for the
Lonely" is the soundtrack for one of
the lah:st Weight Watchers ad campaigns.

All commercials arc exaggerated
versions ofn:alit) th is is common
knowledge. TI1c nature of advertising is making people fed bad about
themselves in order to sell a product. as messed up as that is.
But obesity and hcar1 disease
afl'cct all people. all races and all
genders. Capitalizing on the \\ ay
our society treats heavy women is
not only wrong- it 's inaccurately
representin g a problem that should
be addressed by all peopk.
Maybe instead of having Alley
dance around with a bunch of iiberlit men. there should be a dead bod~
in a coflin with some text running
across the bottom saying ··'Htkc cart'
of yourse lf or this is \\here ~ou'n...•
headed."
Dramatic? Perhaps. But that's
advcr1ising. right?

Letters to the editor must rnclude full name. year. maJOr
and ohone number All letters are cd1ted for grammar and
m~y be cut due to a lrmrtcd space
Letters can be faxed to (3 12) 344-8430,
e-maUed to Chro nlclc@colurn.edu or mailed to
Tho Columbia Chronicle, 33 E. Congress Parkway
Suite 224, Chicago, IL. 60605-1996.
PrQss r~es

A_gv~rm!!JM.!'ts

Chronlclc@colt•m.cdu

Crlchcrt@colum.odu

Roamin'
Numerals

25 years
Number of years Joyce
Urch had been blind
before the 74-year-o ld
woman suffered a heart
attack. Urch awoke on
Jan. 19 in Walgrave
Hospital in Coventry,
Eng land, able to see
again 16 months after
the heart attack.

2,000
Pounds of human waste
spilled onto Interstate 5
in Washington state on
Jan. 17. A truck dri ver
had to brake suddenly
and much of the waste
splashed over the cab,
w hich was only covered by a cloth top.

$100
Amount offered by a
conservative a lumni
g roup at the University
of California at Los
Angeles to students
who record lectures of
professors cons idered
to be the most left-wing
of the faculty. The
Bruin Alumni
Associat ion maintains a
list or what it refers to
as the "Di rty T hirty ...

Choice Cuts

''

"We want people to
love these cars but not
in that way."

Jason Vines. \'icc president of communi cations
lor the Chrysler Group.
commenting on the
woman who posed nude
atop the Dodge
Challenger Concept at
the Detroit auto show.
Show o tlic ials an.:: trYing
Io ckt..:rmin..: hm\' the
indi vidual(s) brok..: into
th..: Cobo C..:nter's show
floo r around 2:30a.m.
o n Jan . 16.
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CHOLARSHIP
OPPORTUNITIES
~~-'"' ~ ~)~Y~
• AcademiC Excellence Award (Deadline: March 1. 2006)

\(1 ~ COLUM.EDU/SCHOLARSHIPS

• Hermann Conaway Scholarship (Deadline: March 1. 2006)
• Hillary Kalish Scholarship (Deadline: April 3. 2006)

• Albert Weisman Scholarship (Deadline: January 17 , 2006)

• John Murbach Scholarship/Designer-in-Residence (Deadline: April 14, 2006)

• Alumni SchOlarship (Deadline : April 14. 2006)

• President's Club Scholarship (Deadline: April 30. 2006)

• Bob Enrietto Scholarship/ Semester in L.A. (Deadline: March 15. 2006)

• Ron Pitts Scholarship (Deadline: March 15. 2006)

David Rubin Scholarship (Deadline: March 15. 2006)
Helen Fong Dare Scholarship (Deadline: March 2006)

\)q~s~l~Wr~~s
ART Be DESIGN
• Pougialis Fine Arts Award (Deadline: April 2006)
• Precious Lashley Fashion Scholarship (Deadline : Spring 2006)

JOURNALISM
• John Fischetti Scholarship (Deadline: March 10, 2006)
• lrv Kupcinet Media Arts Scholarship (Deadline: March 1. 2006)

MARKETING COMMUNICATION

ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT Be MEDIA MANAGEMENT

• The Patricia McCarty Scholarship Fund (Deadline: March 17, 2006)

• The Make A Dent Scholarship (Deadline: April 2B, 2006)
• Precious Lashley Fashion Scholarship (Deadline: Spring 2006)
• The Chuck Suber Scholarship (Deadline: December 16, 2005)

MUSIC

ASL • ENGLISH INTERPRETATION

PHOTOGRAPHY

• Michael Fryzlewicz Scholarship (Deadline: June 1. 2006)

• Kodak Scholarship (Deadline : April 2006)

DANCE

RADIO

• Forest Foundation Scholarship (Deadline: March 31, 2006)

• lrv Kupcinet Media Arts Scholarship (March 1, 2006)

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION

TELEVISION

• Joan and Irving Harris Scholarship (Deadline: April 14, 2006)

• AI Lira Scholarship (Deadline: March 1. 2006)
• Thaine Lyman Scholarship (Deadline: March 1. 2006)
• lrv Kupcinet Media Arts Scholarship (Deadline: March 1, 2006)

FICTION WRITING

• Music Department Scholarship (Deadline: February 15, 2006)

• John Schultz and Betty Shiflett Story Workshop Scholarship
(Deadline: Spring 2006)
• Sylvia McNair Travel Story Scholarship (Deadline: Spring 2006)

THEATER
• Betty Garrett MJsical Theater Scholarship Fund (Deadline: April 14, 2006)
David Talbot Cox SCholarship Fund (Deadline: April 14, 2006)
• Freshman Achievement Award (Deadline: April 14, 2006)

THE LAW OFFICE OF

CHRIS M. SHEPHERD
Legal Issues?
Drunk/Reckless Driving
Civil Rights
Drug Offenses
Traffic Offenses
Burglary/Robbery
All Criminal Felonies and Misdemenors
License Reinstatement

Columbia
Chronicle
Classifieds
Classified Advertising
Deadlines
Your advertisement must be received
by 5_ P- ~- on the Thursday prior to the
pubhshmg date.
Rates
The Columbia Chronicle charges $0.25
p_er word with aS5 minimum. All classi·
fled ad~ m~st be pre-paid in full prior
!O publication. All ads will be published
mthe order of purchasing date

Phone: 3 I 2.726.281 1
Cell: 312.494.1 969
Email: shepherdlaw@gmail.com
55 West Monroe Street, Suite 3330
Chicago, Illinois 60603

Online
www.columbiachronicleclassifieds.com
' ' #1 Spring Break Website! Low prices
guaranteed. Free Meals & Free Drinks.
B?Dk 11 people, get 12th trip free! Group
D1scounts for 6+ www.springbreakdiscounts.com or www.leisuretours.com or
800-838-8202'

Hiring Fun energetic Team members
Drivers and Supervisors, at Jimmy '
Johns. Send resume to
jobs@joemoe.net or apply in person at
339 East Grand ave! ask for Nick
Talent Search Mondays in Jan! $1000 in
prizes! 8pm -tam. Rock Reggae Blues
Jazz Funk Folk and everything in
between! No hard rock please. Call
Jordan at 312.399.3055 for sign-up info.
UndergroundWonderBar.com 10 E
Walton Chicago.
Compassionate Woman Needed Do you
want to help a wonderful couple achieve
their dream of having a family? we are
looking for caring, compassionate,
anonymous Chicago egg donors who
want to help give the gift of life. Donors
must be 20-29, non-smoker, and
healthy. You will receive $5000 each
time you donate. Please email us for an
application (please give us reference
#32) and go to our web site for more
information at www.buildingfamilieseggdonation.com
Local business seeks talented individual
to design a simple, clean and profesSional website (no flash) plus other marketing components (i.e. emails, letterhead and business cards). Part-time
flexible schedule. If interested send an
email to prebil@rcn.com. Ple~se include
design examples and desired hourly
rate. Thank you.
SPRING BREAKI FREE INFO NOW! at
www.seeyathere.com
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Fiction Writing Department

Still looking
for a class?

Think
Fiction
Writing!
Are you interested in writing?
Are you creative?
Do you have stories to tell?

Weare
Columbia's art store,
open seven days
a week

50o/oon

A.A. Canvas
20o/o Student
Discount

29 E. Balbo
312.294.4100
Corner of Balbo & Wabash

See yo ur department adv isor or
visit the Fiction Writing Depa rtme nt
during Spring Add/Drop Week:
Jan 23-Jan 28*
For information about Fiction Writing classes
call 3 12-344-76 11.
*you can add classes onhne up unlll 12 midnight, January 28. 2006. on Oasis.
remember to call the Fiction Writmg oftice during the
Monday Friday week first to get clearance.

Classes available in

•!• Short Stories
•!• Novels
•!• Creative Nonfiction
•!• Script Forms
Story Workshop® and other
Fictio n Writing Department
co urses will improve reading, writ ing,
speaking, listening, v isualiz ing, and
creat ive probl em-solv ing skills
usefu l for every college maj or and the j ob market.
Fiction Writing Department
It" Floor, 624 S. Michigan Avenue

City Beat

Stnokeless in Springfield
AP

AP
Chris Beukema, 29, from Oak Lawn, Ill., takes a smoke break outside his downtown Chicago office Jan. 16, the first day of the city's
new smoking ban. Springfield approved a similar ban on Jan. 17,
and the city has nine months to comply with the new ordinance.

programs.
"He's going to be rolling a lot
of those plans in the weeks to
come," Hadac said.
'
' 't' t '
Houston, which held first
e x erCISe llll la lVe S place last year for fattest city,
Continued from Back Page embarked on a program called
Get Moving Houston. Herb
Hadac said that an editor at Lipsman, who was appointed
Men's Fitness acknowledged chairman of the Mayor's
that the survey wasn't very sci- Well ness Council by Mayor Bill
entific. Hadac also said that Dr.
Terry Mason, the recently White, said that the listed cities,
appointed commissioner of the both fittest and fattest, do have
Chicago Department of Public a certain degree of weight
Health. is going to increase the problems.
" I believe that all 25 cities in
city's exercise and activities

Health:
.

C lty to Step Up

the list are guilty in the aspect
[of unhealthiness)," Lipsman
said.
Lipsman also said that Men's
Fitness' city survey was not
very scientific because the magazine tended to include all fast
food restaurants, regardless of
healthiness,like Subway, in its
per capita ratios.
Lipsman said that the city's
mission was to bring awareness
and services to Houston. He
also noted that this just wasn't a
publicity stunt in response to
the magazine's 2005 listing.

GO FROM
HIGH SCHOOL
TO FLIGHT SCHOOL
*

Springfield
is
joining
Chicago and going smoke-free
in public places, including
restaurants, bars and bowling
alleys.
The Springfield City Council
voted 6-4 on Jan. 17 to approve
an ordinance prohibiting smoking in public places, one day
after Chicago's public smoking
ban took effect and the same
night that an overflow crowd
weighed in on a similar ban
before the Nom1al C ity
Council.
Springfield's taverns and
restaurants with bars have until
Sept. 17 to phase in the ordinance proposed by Mayor Tim
Davlin.
"Clearly this has been a long
campaign for all of us," said
Alderman Bruce Strom, who
voted for the smoking ban and
proposed a similar ordinance
last year. "This ordinance

protects the workers and
patrons and families from secondhand smoke."
Davlin, whose brother owns
two bars, originally opposed
smoking restrictions, but a
series of public hearings convinced him that the community
wanted the ban.
"I 'd ask that we vote yes on
this and let us get this behind
us," Davlin said to the aldermen before the vote.
Steve Riedl, executive director of the Illinois Licensed
Beverage Association, said he
was disappointed with the ban,
but he dec! ined to say whether
the group would sue.
Meanwhile, in Normal,
scores of people waited outside
the city council 's chamber on
the night of the vote for a
chance to speak about a smoking ban there. Speakers
included bar owners, smokers

"In our first year we were
very successful in calling the
problem to the public's attention," Lipsman said. "We want
to [now] develop and institutionalize wellness in the city of
Houston."
For Irma Carmona, a 35-yearold receptionist in the Loop, the
"fattest city" title is more about
making money and pushing
people :nto gyms than it is
about exercise.
" I think what it really comes
down to it is people [are) just
trying to make money off of

Let's Organize
January 31st 7pm

* * * *

to the Warrant Officer Flight Training program
and learn to fly Apache, Black Hawk or Kiowa
Warrior helicopters in the U.S. Army.

> > Or talk to a Recruiter at the
Pulaski recruiting station
5160 S. Pulaski in
Unit 114.
Monday - Friday,
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Open Sat. by appointment only

101rmy.com 01001 Pl\41, l7t the US N~ Nl 111hh rtstr~tel

Old St. Mary Church
1500 S. Michigan Ave.
Reserve a Place

Call 312-922-3444
Emall:lnfo@oldstmary.com

a

RIJJ:!;Bi'~
AN ARMY Of ON£

other people," Carmona said.
She does agree that people need
to exercise, but said that it's difficult for many who have
families.
Men's Fitness selected the 50
largest cities by population for
its survey. The magazine conducted its survey from August
2005 to October 2005 measuring 17 categories including junk
food outlets, alcohol con umption and recreation facilities:-

Free Pasta and Chicken Dinner

With just a high school diploma, you can apply

> > If you're 19-28 years old, call Sgt. 1st
Class Kelly Brown at 877-333-6144 to find
out how you qualify to fly as AN ARMY OF
ONE.

and members of the SmokeFree
Bloomington-Normal
Coalition.
Springfield's ban includes"
indoor workplaces, like restaurants, bars, bowling alleys and
private clubs. Exemptions
include retail tobacco stores,
some nursing home rooms,
stage productions, hotel rooms
and private homes not used for
child or adult day care.
Smokers violating the ban
face fines ranging from $50 to
$300. Noncompliant businesses could be fined $50 to $500,
depending on the number of
violations. The city can also
suspend businesses' operating
licenses for five days.
A new state law went into
effect Jan. 1 that allows Illinois
towns to enact local smoking
ordinances
stricter
than
statewide restrictions.
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School your parents on the
virtues of condo ownership.

On unstable ground
Velez and many people in the
Pilsen community have been reiterating what residents in the South
Loop north of Roosevelt Road
have been saying for years: We
By Alicia Dorr
don't want the mission near our
Managing Editor
homes and children.
The city and mission officials
When plans for moving the
Pacific Garden Mission from its came to their own agreement withhome at 646 S. State St. to a place out Pilsen being involved , Velez
deeper in the South Loop were said, and now, in a tum Velez calls
uncovered, plenty of people were "unfortunate" for taxpayers in
happy. The fac;Jity would be Pi Isen like her group, they are
brand-new anJ there are jol.> oppor- finally getting around to listening.
tunities in the arza, whtch many Maty Vega, another core member
people sec as a plus-but nm every- of the Pilsen group, said that the
main issue they have seen is a large
one.
A few blccks away from the new number of people who mtght need
site, across the Dan Ryan mental or physical help being
Expressway, lies Chicago·~ Pilscn thrown into an area with no access
neighborhood. Nearly a year ago, to public transportation or adequate
when last November's ground- facilities.
To
Alderrnan
Madeline
breaking was still just a goal, a
group of Pilsen re~idents united Haithcock, who has worked to
against the mission 's impending keep the mission in her 2nd Ward,
move close to their community and opponents in Pilsen 's 25th Ward
homes. They wanted the city to are upset for no reason.
reconsider its decision to relocate
"They think the homeless wi ll go
the mission, and they had 500 sig- over there, but if anything they'll
natures to prove they were not go where they know- the South
Loop," Haithcock said. "They 're
alone.
"We felt very strongly that the people, just like everybody else."
Pilsen residents like Velez countcity had not done its research or
homework with respect to such a er that they have already seen peolarge institution," said Martha ple "se! up sleeping quarters underVelez, chairwoman for The neath the expressway" for years.
Concerned Citi7.ens of the Pacific
"Madeline Haithcock could care
Garden Mission Relocation.
less what impact it has on our comSurrounded by ~xponentially munity," Velez said. "She doesn't
growing schools and real estate live it. She doesn't deal with it. She
developments, the mission to many doesn't see it."
seemed like an anachronism in the
Ca,.ght in the middle are the misplace where it has been tor about sion residents. The mission is the
80 years. But for more than a year, only home some people have, it

Finding a suitable
home turned out
to be a mission

provided 803,000 free meals, or
2.200 per day, last year to those in
need and sheltered an average of
624 per day between two facilities
in Chicago, including the 955 W.
Grand Ave. location for women
and children .
And many of the residents are
happy for the prospects the move
will bring. The nearly empty plot
where the mission will be built is
flanked on all sides by a mostly
industrial neighborhood, with UPS
facility, a Metra station and a
Dominick's food store to the north,
all providing new employment
possibilities for residents. Some
believe it's simply a matter of misinformation that breeds fear of the
mission in gentrifYing neighborhoods.
But it is not just a misunderstanding of homeless people for the
Pilsen group. Velez said while no
one knows what will happen when
the mission is actually up and running, for sure. However, the group
found that the instances ofcrime by
mission residents near its curremt
location is high, and Velez said
they do not want to see history
repeat itself.
"We hope we're absolutely
wrong," Velez said. "But if not, we
need to make them aware and the
community aware that we put these
issues on the table. Because what's
going to happen when that one
child gets abused? What's going to
happen when that one woman gets
abused? One is too many, and it 's
going to be too late."
Vega said that the city chose the
location because there are no mil-

Controversy is surrounding the move of the Pacific Garden
Mission, 646 S. State St., from its current location to one near
Pilsen. The shelter provides more than 2,000 meals a day for
homeless people throughout Chicago.
lion dollar homes-or " million transportation and facilities that
dollar opinions"- to run up could provide
against. The Pilsen neighborhood assistance.
The only consolation the group
and University Village nearby are
both changing and, like it or not, has been given from the city is an
the mission is a threat, Vega said.
"alliance." According to the
The state-of-the-art design with women, it will be an important liaiexpanded programs and resources son between the mission, the comwill be squeezed between one munity and the city.
neighborhood that outgrew it and
"At [this] point ... let us tell you t
another that doesn't want to try, what our issues are, [what] our
and Haithcock said that in her 12- concerns are, what we expect as
year tenure in the ward, relocation taxpayers," Velez said. " If somehas been a constant struggle. Vega thing happens in our community,
said the group offered solutions [know] that we came knocking at
like moving the mission to the your door. And if something does
West Side's medical district, where happen, then you can expect us to
those in need would be closer to come back knocking."

Wabash

BACK TO SCHOOL

SALE

8 oz. Canned Air with noule ...... $6.00
21/2 oz. Canned Air with noule $2.75
IIford Fiber
Enlarging Paper
8x10, 25 sheets
Double Weight
Glossy or Matt

ax

$5.50

Student/Educator Programs

Save 20% off our regular discount
prices on any Lowepro Camera Bag
In Stock (F •cludlng close-outs).

We Also Participate In Programs
from Bogen, Mamiya, and
Hasselblad • Ask for Details

Itoya Portfolios:
• 4x6 ...................... $3.00
• 5x7 ...................... $3.00
• 8x10 .................... $4.95
• 8.5x 11 ................. $4.95
KodakTri-X
135-36 Black
&White Film

B~seler
B1nder

Now:

$3.49 ea.

$9 • 0 0

25 sheets, 35mm

$4 0 0

Negative
Pages:
•
7 Rows, 5 Across
1 Gallon Brown Storage
Bottle With Cap ..... $2.75

Stainless Steel Developing:
• 2 Reel Tank .......................... $11.95
• Regular 35mm Reels ...... $5.00 ea.
• Hewes 35mm Reels ....... $17.95 ea.

Plastic Developing Tank with
2 • 35mm Reels ....................... $13.95

C.C.C. Kit
·1 • 2 Reel Tank
• 2 • Hewes Reels
• 1 • Package of 25
sheets Negative
Pages . 35mm

wow
Price:

S49i5

Central Camera Company Stocks
MANY NEW & USED 35mm Manual SLR
Cameras. Largest Inventory • Nearest
Your School & LOW Prices!
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Carp:

and sometimes hitting fisherrnen as they
pass, something he explained could be a
result of agitat ing the fish-even at the
aquarium. Carp jumped out of the water as
he collected them, which he said was an
astonishing sight.
Continuedji-om Back Page
''It was the craziest thing I' ve ever seen in
According to Kristin TePas, an invasive my life, and I' ve been around water since I
species specialist for the survey, the cur- was young," Hettiger said.
Asian carp may be the most remarkable
rent barrier keeps the fish o ut by using
electrodes placed at the bottom of the canal invasive species to threaten the Great Lakes
that agitate them. The barrier doesn't affect in some time, but the exhibit shows many
others that thrive in them now. Aquarium
humans.
"[The fish] will be inclined to turn docent David Cox was surprised to learn
around, [but it's] not designed to kill the regular carp he used to go fishing for is
them," TePas said.
also an invasive species, like the Purple
Though only one fish has been recorded Loosestrife plants other volunteers arc conpassing through the barrier, TePas said stantl y digging up at the Illinois State Park.
" It 's a really interesting exhibit," Cox
thei r movement would make them hard to
stop. T he fish can reach the river via the said. "It's a good learning device."
Other species on display, like the round
ballasts oflarge s hips or through fishermen
goby, provide that same kind of learning
who dump extra bait into the water.
" You can try to minimize their spread experience, Napoleon said.
" I have to admit [the round goby] are
but they can actually go pretty far," TePas
said . "Within a day in 2005 some went as awfully cute, but they eat other fish's eggs
far as three kilometers, but within a year and gang up on other fi sh," Napoleon said.
they went as far as sixty-fi ve kilometers."
She said the exhibit is an opportunity to
TePas points out that when they are identify the animals by sight and learn what
younger there may be some natural species an average person can do to help. For examthat could act as predators, but as they ple, the exhibit educates people about the
grow they would quickly be out of range of possible irreversible damage that can be
those animals. T he fish are also extremely caused by simply letting a pet go in the
suited to the environment and temperature wild. While these species may be an aggresof the Great Lakes basin, which is at rela- sive one, they might have also once been
tively the same latitude as their natural cute enough to be sold in a pet store or even
as bait to fishermen. According to Hettiger,
habitat.
T he carp were originally brought from some say they taste good, and there are peoAsia to control conditions in catfish ponds, ple looking into farrni ng them commercialaccording to Environmental Protection ly.
" It 's important to remember these aniAgency reports. T hey eat plankton, which
TePas said could definitely displace nati ve mals and plants aren't inherently bad,"
species like sport fi sh that survive on Napoleon said. "They're just in the wrong
place."
plankton as well.
Kurt Hettiger, a senior aquarist at the
Shedd, caught the Asian carp in the Illinois
Ri ver, where he says that the fish are
already at least "90 percent of the biomass
in certain [places]." A video in the exhibit
shows the carp jumping out of the water

Asian carp found in
Illinois River
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The Department of Liberal Education and the Office of the Dean of Liberal Arts and Sciences in collaboration with
the Columbia Chronicle, the Journalism Department and the Art & Design Department announce

The 2006 Paula Pfeffer & Cheryl Johnson-Odim

Political Cartoon Contest
Deadline for submissions:

Friday, March 17th
Send Submissions to:
Politica l Ca r·toon Contes t
c/o Teresa Prados-Torreira
Libera l Educa tion Department
624 S. Michiga n Ave., 900A

CoLUMBIA CHRONICLE

Two $350 first prizes
Two $250 second prizes &
Two $150 third prizes
will be awarded in each of two
categories, single panel a nd
mult.iple panel cartoons.
T he six winning cartoons will be
selected by a jury, which will
include faculty from various
departments, a s tudent and a
professiona l cartoonist. Submitted ca r toons must be drawn ot·
printed in bl ack ink on 8.5" x 11"
white paper. Include na me,
address, phone nnd s tudent ID
number on back of entry.

Columbia ~ CHICAGO
O OLL I O I

--·---··-·--------·------ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -""
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Area development rush continues
sti ll seeking approval from the
city o f C h icago, Hirs h noted that
groundbreaking could begin as
early as this year. However, the
Roosevelt Collection project is
still in the early s tages of development ; building and unit prices
have not been determined yet.
AMLI Residentia l, anothe r
Chicago-based developer, plans
on bui ld ing a 23-story residential
comp lex just east of the Centrum
Propert ies project called the 900
South C lark Association , according to Stephen Ross, the executive vice president of development.
Rl•S ~ said that it wi ll contain
440 luxury rental un its with a
par king garage on top of it.
Seven townhouses will be built
near the parking lot so it wi ll not
be visi ble to people. The garage
wi ll have a green roof to cover
the concrete.
According to Ross, 75 percent
of the s paces will be either studio
or one-bedroom units rang ing
from $1,000 to $1, I 00 per month
to rent. Ross expects to attract
young professionals and recent

New theater and
retail in plans for new
project
By Eric Kasang
Assistant City Beat Editor

peo pl e want to initiall y rent
because it's cheaper, and if they
like the area, then they' ll probably buy later.
Th e Wa lsh G roup, a Chicagobased contracting and construction company, which owns the
land, started parceling out pieces
when Target o pened in 2004.
Gregory A. Ciam brone, the vice
presiden t of strategic in vestments for the group, said that
Target he lped pus h thi s project
forward.
"The catalyst o f all this was
the development of the Target
store," C iambrone said , explaining the momentum of other
developers gett ing in volved in
building on the various plots.
For Denn is Mc C lendon , the
development chairman for South
Loop Neighbors, a nonprofit
commu nit y organization. said
each new project, along with
Target, is one of the many pieces
that will complete this construction project.
Althoug h South Loop residents
rai sed some questions during an
informal meeting on Jan. II
about issues ranging from pedestrian access ibility to roadway
construction costs to the installation of traffic controls, the developers said final details on constructio n projects are still being
worked out.
For Joevanny Duran, 2 1, who
resides on Chicago's far South
S ide but works in th e South
Loop, the new deve lopments
seemed to be good for the neighborhood and not an examp le of
gentri fication . He said it would
have been bad if other buildings
were destroyed for the project.
" I do n' t think it's a bad thing,"
Duran said. " It doesn 't harm any
ne ighborhoods," he said, regard-

ing the project being contained to
the vacant lot and not crossing
over into other developed areas.
Duran, who has s hopped at the
Target on Rooseve lt Road, thin ks
that peop le wi ll visit the plaza
and retail stores.
" A lot of people come downtown to buy th ings- even working-class people," Duran said.
Bonnie Sanchez-Carlson, the
executive director o f the Near
South Planning Board, said that
she hasn't heard any grievances

about the project. She added that
th is project is going to provide a
link for pedestrians from Canal
Street to Printers Row. As for
people mov ing from other areas
of Ch icago to the South Loop,
Sanchez-Carlson said that this
project will definitely be a draw.
" I think it 's going to be a
great development ," SanchezCarlson sa id. " People will continue to come to the neighborhood becau se of a ll the commodities."

Iem and if there is a city service that getting involved," Patterson said.
takes care of it, we fill out a request "The first thing I notice now is that
fonn and make sure it happens."
anyone moving into a community
F a y e
here is calling the
Patterson, a
po lice department
"Th
e
first
thing
I
notice
now
c ommunit y
trying to get involved
is tlrat anyone moving into a
with the CAPS meetorgaP.i zer for
CAfS who is community here is calling tire ings and try ing to
employed by police department trying to get make sure that their
involved wtill CAPS... "
the city, said
community is safe."
The beat meetings,
she has seen
an increase in
which Patterson and
- Faye Patterson, C APS
com munit y
McNamara said the
co mmunity organizer
program relies on,
part ic ipatio n
since she first
typically stan with
began working with the program introductions from both the officers
and residents, followed by a discusupon its inception 12 years ago.
"The new and old residents are sion of topics from the last meeting.

" We always discuss old business
at the meetings to make sure the
police officers, CAPS organizers
and community members have
come back with some type of solution to the problems last discussed,"
Patterson said.
After that, Patterson said residents are given a packet of crime
statistics and data from the past
month so that they can see for
themselves where the crime is happening. Lastly, Panerson said the
meetings are opened up for new
business.
"At the end of the meetings is
where the public input is key,"
Patterson said. " [It 's] where corn-

munity members get to tell the
police what is going on in their
neighborhood."
Initially implemented as a pilot
program to combat gangs in several
Chicago police districts, CAPS has
now grown into a widely acclaimed
program that is still developing.
"We're like the go-to people,"
McNamara said. " We' ve got a system that works and we continually
improve it. It's much like a corporation."
Chicago police have not yet gone
to London to observe and shadow
police, but Orr-Richardson said
there are plans to do so in the
futu re.

Sou th Loop resi dents met with
developers o n Jan . II at Grace
Place on Printers Row to discuss
proposals
to
transform
a
garbage-strewn lot just northwest
of the Rooseve lt Road Target
store into a multileve l resident ial
and retai l plaza.
The project site, which lies
between Pol k, Clark and Wells
streets at Rooseve lt Road ,
includes plans for a 16-screen
multiplex c inema, tri-level parking and a multilevel res idential
and retail complex. One of the
developers, Centrum Properties
Inc., which is working on the
property west of the railroad
tracks at Well s Street, laid out
plans for a bi-level retai l storefront with fi ve fl oors of res iden tial units above.
Ce ntrum Properties architec t
Howard Hirsch, of H irsch
"I think it's going to be a
Associates LLC, explained his
idea behind the design, which is great development. People will
known
as
the
Roosevelt continue to come to tire neiglrColl ection. He said that he had a borltood because of all tire commodities."
very traditio n al plan for th e
s pace that contained cafes,
restaurants and a layout where
- Bonnie Sanchez-Ca rlson,
the retail stores wou ld be acces- executive director of the Near
sible by foot to a couple recreSouth Plan n ing Boa rd
ational parks. Cascading staircases wou ld link the retail plaza
to the parks.
college graduates to thi s new
" It 's a very pedestrian-friendly complex.
urban landscape," Hirsch said,
"There is a demand for rental
adding that people wi ll be able to apartments, especially first-time
walk from a park to the retail renters, because there have been
more condo unit conversions,"
sto res and plaza area.
Although the deve lopers are Ross said. He a lso explained that

Police:
Organizing
within the
community
Continued fro m Back Page
gies.
"The CAPS program works by
basically putting together all city
services inside of one office so that
residents with any type o f problem
can come to us," McNamara said.
"They come here with their prob-
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Just south of the Loop lies the future site of several proposed
multilevel retail b uildings. One plan includes build ing a 16-screen
multiplex cinema.
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Man really wa nts the door open
A 55-year-old CTA supervisor ca lled police on Jan. 8 afler a 40-year-old male approached a Red Line
el car and demanded that he open the door at the Roosevelt CTA station. 1167 S. State St. The offender displayed a knife and said, " Bitch, open up the door or I'll kick your ass." Police arrested the offender and issued him a court date.
T hief gets goosed
Security guards w itnessed a 38-year-old man take two bott les of Grey Goose Vodka otT the shelf at
Jewel, 1224 S. Wabash Ave., on Jan. 14 and proceeded to the exit without paying. The guards detained
the man until pol ice arrived and transported him for processing. The vodka was valued more than $ 133.
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Josh ComrublaiiThe Chronicle

Keep on kn ocking but you can' t come in
A 54-year-old man was seen by security officers at the II i!ton Chicago, 720 S. Michigan Ave.,
roaming the premises on Jan. 13. Security determ ined he was not a guest and asked him numerous
times to leave the property. Security had to detain the man for not following orders and waited for
police to arrive. The man was taken into custody upon their arrival.

Compiled by Chronicle staff through information provided by the Chicago Police Department.

CilYBFAT
Chicago's 'CAPS' off to London
Bobbies shadow
Chicago police to
learn homegrown
policing strategy
By James Ewert
Assistant City Beat Editor
Even though communities in
both Chicago and London appear
to be a world apart, the cities' policing strategies however, are not so
different. Recently, members from
London 's Metropolitan Police
Department came to Chicago to
Jearn about the
Chicago's
Alternative Policing Strategy, what
the police department calls CAPS.
In June 2004 and December
2005, about I 0 "bobbies" came to
Chicago to shadow police officers
as they implemented the CAPS
program around the city, according
to CAPS spokeswoman Yvonne
Orr-Richardson. The trips were an
a«empt to determine how well the
CAPS program works in Chicago's
Orrmany
communities,
Richardson said.
" They went to talk to some partner organizations like fa ith-based
organizations [and] community
leaders to see how they organize
and work with the police department and CAP S to get residents
around their communities more

involved," Orr-Richardson said.
CAPS separates Chicago into
fi ve areas and each area into fi ve
districts, making a total o f 25 beats.
One of the most essential parts of
the program, Chicago police offi cer
Thomas McNamara said, is the
beat meetings with residents and
officers of that particular area.
"That's where things start,"
McNamara said. "The community
is your eyes and ears. People out
walking their dogs are going to see
things that a police offi cer driving
by in a squad car won't j ust
because they have time to hang out

"Tirey come lrere witlr tlreir
problem and if tlrere is a city
service tlrat takes care ofit, we
fill out a request form and make
sure it lrappens."

- Thomas McNamara.
C hicago police officer
and wait for their dog to do its business.
London 's version of CAPS. the
Safer Neighbourhoods Scheme.
which began in June 2004, is going
well. according to Scotland Yard
spokesman Andrew Spencer.
'The [Metropolitan Police
Department] has not adopted the
CAPS model wholesale but incor-

porated some of it in the Safer
Ne ighbourhoods
Scheme.''
Spencer said. "Our officers are
very pleased with the program and
are happy it's proving its success.
I'm sure they 're gratefu l to
Chicago for their expertise that was
drawn upon."
London·s "Chicago-style policing'' strategy uses many of the
CAPS comm unity policing techniques designed to regain public
trust in the police force. The Safer
Neighbourhoods Scheme uses tactics like public roll calls and foot
patrols of the different beats.
Spencer said the purpose of the
"block-by-block'' approach is to
deter crimina ls w ith a larger police
presence.
Since the induction of the CAPS
program in 1993. Chicago has seen
a gradual decline in the city's total
crime index. according to a report
Chicago police issued in 2004. In
addition, CAPS is also drawing
praise from the international policing comm unity with Chicago
Police Superintendent Phil Cline
scheduled to address a global policing con ference on Feb. 8 and 9 in
London. The conference is titled
Global Thinking, Local Policing
and is meant to examine and
review alternative pol icing strateSee Pollee, Page 23

Last Decembe r, the Ch icago Police De partment hosted officers from London's Metropolitan Police
Department while they learne d about C hicago's Alternative P olicing Stra tegy (CAPS). London has
adopted a program s imila r to CAPS, incorporating many of the same characteristics.

Asian ca rp swim in a tank designed to simulate the effects they
could have o n the Great Lakes region should they be allowed
to invade Lake Mic higan . This display is part of the 'Invasive
Species' exhibit at the Shedd Aquarium, 1200 S . Lake Shore
Drive.

Strange Invaders
New exhibit to 'Shedd'
light on invasive
species threat
By Alicia Dorr
Managing Editor
The fish in the Shedd
Aquarium 's new exhibit are
strong a nd large, some of them
on their way to being as much as
100 pounds. They' re active, too :
One already has a w hite notch
between its eyes from jumping
out of the water and hitting the
grate above the cage. Whi le all
of thi s makes for an interesting
find at the Shedd, it is what
makes the fish a tremendous
threat in the wild.
For the past few years, two
species of Asian carp have made
the journey from the Mississippi
River into the Illinois River, outeating and overrunning the
native species as they go. Now
the only defense between the
voracious fish and the Chicago
Sanitary and Ship Canal, which
feeds d irectly into the Great
Lakes system, is an electric barrier near Romeoville, Ill. The
new exhibit at the aquarium,
wh ich will be permanent, aims to
raise awareness among a much

Too fat to conununicate?
Event honoring fattest
city in America
canceled at last minute
By Eric Kasang
Assistant City Beat Editor

Chicago may be a lost cause-- at
least to Men's Fitness magazine.
First, the fitness monthly ranked
C'hicago the "fattest ci ty" in its
2006 Top 25 list. T hen, the
"Oetting America Pit Tour," wh ich
wa.~ 'ICheilulcd to stop in Chicago
<m Jan. I 9 at the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange, w~o~ sudden·
ly called off.
Octtirlg Ar'nc:rica Pit i~ u I(J.city
tiJUT promoting exercise und

healthy lifestyles.
In an e-mail, Stephanie Bonk,
who handles public relations for
the tour, wrote, "Men's Fitness was
not given an o fficial reason by the
Mercantile Exchange for the cancellation of the event."
Bo nk wrote that Men 's Fitness
was notified on Jan. 18 of the cancellation; however, the magazine
was planning to reschedule two
other Chicago dates. Chicago's
cancellation sho uld not affect any
of the other to ur dates, Bonk added.
However, according to Allen
Schoenberg, the as110eiate director
lor corporate communicutlons lor
the C hicugo Mercantile Exchange,
ot didn't ca ncel the event.
"Oetting Amcricu fli t was never

scheduled w ith us," Schoenberg
sa id. "We lease the building [from
Equity Office]."
Schoenberg said that he received
a call from Men's Fitness inquiring
about the cancellation from the
building owner. He said that he
call ed the magazine but never
received a call back.
Despite the confusion, the city of
Chicago plans on boosting its cumpai gn toward exercise and physicnl
activities, according to Tim Hadoc,
the director o f public intb nnation
lo r the C hicago Deportment of
Public llculth. l ladoc ulso snid the
city is enacting progrums to help
increase diabetes, cancer ond usthma detection.
In rcHponsc to Men's Fllnoss'

mnking system, 1-luduc suid thut the
mugt1t inc's weight des ignution
does not n~'Ccs:mrily bold solid Sci·
cntilic credence,
"I think CVilr)' city in Ultl Slii'Voy

larger crowd than might otherwise know about the situation.
" Invasive species in the Great
Lakes are a major threat in the
region and we saw a chance to
really draw public attention to
the problem," sa id Melanie
Napoleon, the manager of the '
Great
Lakes
Awareness
Campaign at the Shedd.
Two bighead carp and 12 silver carp represent the new threat
in the exhibit, joining a slew of
other invasive species that are
already ravaging the Great Lakes
ecosystem, such as the round
goby and zebra muscles. The
exhibit explains how each animal or plant reached the area as
w ell as their effects. Asian carp.
invasion is only predicted in theory, with one tank showing the
current natura l environment in
the lakes and the next completely barren of native flora, with the
intruders as the only species.
Though no one knows exactly
what would happen, experts say
the way the exhibit is set up is
not so far-fetched. Carp were
tagged by the 111inois Natural
History Survey in order to tnu:k
movements of the fish near the
temporary
electric
barrier.

See Carp, Page 21
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